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Editorial
Veljko Milutinovic and Jakob Salom, Co-Editors-in-Chief
This special issue treats digital preservation of global heritage as an infrastructure for
data mining of hidden knowledge. All the selected papers do offer features that could be
used to make the dataming process more effective. This may not be visible at the first
glance, but each selected paper does offer mechanisms that could be utilized for various
aspects of the general problem.
Also, this special issue also gives a special view of the past activities of Professor
Hermann Maurer, a Professor Emeritus of the University of Graz in Austria. His pioneering
research in digital heritage left a deep impression on the researchers worldwide and served
as the inspiration for many, including the authors of the papers selected for this special issue.
Finally, this special issue could serve as the guideline for those who like both to learn
about the past research efforts in this important and continuously emerging field and to
obtain the knowledge of the future research and development trends. Prediction of the future
could be generated by extrapolating from the past, but also by interpolating in the domains of
contributions of those who lead the vision of the field.
The first paper, The Next Quantum Jump of the Internet (by Vladisav Jelisavcic
and Herman Maurer, from Serbia and Austria respectively) describes the concept of online
content curation that has emerged with the ever-increasing need for finding and structuring
the vast amount of information available on the Web. The authors attempt to define different
roles and scenarios of content curation, explain why there is so big a number of curation
tools on the Web, and present capabilities different major curation tools have.
In the second article, Optical Character Recognition of Old Fonts – A Case Study
(by Johanna Pirker and Gerhard Wurzinger, both from Austria) the authors explain how
challenging it is to extract texts from images of texts especially in historic books. Due to lowquality images, rare fonts, and unknown dictionary standard OCR, software often fails in
recognizing these texts. The authors discuss existing OCR systems with a focus on learning
strategies, and present an OCR model which is optimized to recognize old books.
Additionally, they describe the process to measure the quality of the outcome.
The past few years have been marked by an increased use of sensor technologies,
abundant availability of mobile devices, and growing popularity of wearables, which enable a
direct integration of their data as part of rich client applications. Despite the potential and
added value that such aggregate applications bring, the implementations are usually custom
solutions for particular use cases and do not support easy integration of further devices. In
the third article, Smart Web Services (SmartWS) – The Future of Services on the Web
(by Maria Maleshkova; Patrick Philipp; York Sure-Vetter; and Rudi Studer, all from Germany)
the authors introduce Smart Web Services (SmartWS) that not only provide remote access to
resources and functionalities, by relying on standard communication protocols, but also
encapsulate ‘intelligence’. Smartness features include, among other, context-based
adaptation, cognition, inference and rules that implement autonomous decision logic in order
to realize services that automatically perform tasks on behalf of the users, without requiring
their explicit involvement. They present key characteristics of SmartWS, introduce a
reference implementation framework, describe a specific use case for implementing
SmartWS in the medical domain, and specify a maturity model for determining the quality
and usability of SmartWS.
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The topic of this special issue is digitalization. The fourth and the last paper on this
topic Digitalization of Scientific and Cultural Heritage in Dissemination of Innovative
Teaching Models (by Milica Lajbenšperger, Marija Šegan, Sandra Vujošević, and Zoran
Ognjanović) analyses digitalization from a totally different view - how the digitization of
cultural and scientific heritage can help improve high school and university teaching of
mathematics, computer science, astronomy, and history and Serbian language. The paper is
a part of a program started by The Mathematical Institute of the Serbian Academy of
Sciences and Arts, which goal is digital literacy of teachers and students through the
implementation of principles and digitization tools in educational work of high schools. Unlike
the past work with big student groups, the authors are now testing the hypothesis of small
homogeneous group efficacy. The first results show that the work in small homogeneous
groups has motivated the teachers involved in the program to implement more of the
innovative teaching models, which in return resulted in a better students’ success.
A very interesting fifth article of this issue A Dataflow Machine Architecture for
Static Dataflow Program Graphs (by Lorenzo Verdoscia, from Italy) goes out of the scope
of the special issue topic and presents an exciting dataflow machine prototype.
Reconfigurability and huge density of today’s devices constitute an ideal tool to experiment
and implement new forms of computation. The number of cores integrated onto a single die
is expected to climb steadily in the foreseeable future. This transition to many-core chips
(thousand of cores per processor) is driven by a need to optimize performance per watt.
Thus, several computer research groups are trying to understand how to best connect these
cores, to design parallel programs, and how many core architectures and their software can
scale to the thousands of cores that hardware will be able to support in a decade. In this
scenario, the question is whether it is time to revaluate dataflow and functional paradigms.
The author suggests a dataflow machine prototype that includes identical processors which
constitute the reconfigurable environment devoted to accelerate the execution of chunks of
dataflow program graphs directly into hardware. As a result of the co-design approach, the
one-to-one mapping between actors of the model and computing units of the processor
happens in a straightforward manner. In this way, it is possible the execution of static
dataflow program graphs without using memory to store partial results when data tokens flow
from a computing unit to another; and without generating control tokens during the
computation so that graph executions occurs in a completely asynchronous manner. Finally,
by means of an FPGA-based demonstrator, specifically realized to validate the basic design
choices of the prototype, some experimental results in solving a linear equation system with
the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithms are presented.
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The Next Quantum Jump of the Internet
Jelisavcic, Vladisav and Maurer, Herman

allowing interested groups of (hopefully)
specialists to assemble pointers to contributions
of interest. Each approach has its merits, yet
none solves the real problem of being able to
easily find reliable and deep information on any
subject of interest.

Abstract: The vast amount of information
available on the Web is increasing every day. With
the ever-increasing need for finding and
structuring the information, a concept of online
content curation has emerged. In this study, we
attempt to define different roles and scenarios of
content curation. Recently, there has been a surge
of different curation tools available on the Web.
The main goal of this paper is thus to define
differences in capabilities curation tools can have
that made possible the existence of so many
diverse tools. We, also, present a tabular
comparison of major curation tools characteristics.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF CURATION TOOLS
2.1 Reasons for Curation
There are many reasons that make content
curation develop so fast these days; here we will
focus on the following three:

Index Terms: Curation tools, knowledge portals

1. INTRODUCTION

1. Information synchronization
2. Marketing (eCommerce)
3. Knowledge dissemination (eEducation)

It is increasingly clear that just about any
valuable information is on the Web, yet
impossible to find, since the amount of
information is getting too large, too redundant
and is often of doubtful quality. Because of this,
recently the notion of curating information started
to emerge, i.e. of aggregating relevant
information for specific topics in one way or
another. Various approaches have been tried.

There are several settings for content curation,
each one corresponding to a different goal to be
accomplished. Each type of curation has different
priorities and different types of users; however,
the underlying cause is mainly the same collection and transfer of the information and/or
knowledge. We will try to define three main
curation settings corresponding to the reasons for
curation that we explained earlier:

(i) Collecting information on special topics on
dedicated servers or portals, assuring their
quality by verification through experts, as is the
case with some medical servers (information is
for pay), the portal Europeana [28] trying to tie
together the precious holdings of art in European
archives and museums, or attempts like the
Austria-Forum [21] or Serbia-Forum trying to
provide information of interest for certain regions.
(ii) There have been attempts to make a huge
body of books available assuming that this
guarantees a certain quality or at least the
knowledge of the source, like in the open library
or the Google books project.
(iii) There has been the attempt of Wikipedia
trusting that quality of information can be assured
through the “wisdom of crowds”.
(iv) Some “curating services” have tried to collect
information of interest with sufficient quality by

1. Content is curated for someone to stay in
touch with new information;
2. Content is curated to promote a product or
an idea;
3. Content is curated for someone to learn
something;
In the first setting, the author of curation is
typically an expert on some topic, or a journalist
(or a blogger), while curation users are typically
persons who are at least broadly interested or
engaged in the content topic (personally or
professionally), seeking the newest and the most
recent information. Here, the curation author acts
as a journalist, a curation user is a reader, and
the goal of curation is information sharing.
In the second setting, the author of curation is
typically a marketing expert targeting the
audience that might find value in the content
topic. Curation users can be the same as in the
first setting, but also include users who are

V. Jelisavcic, Mathematical Institute of the Serbian Academy
of Sciences and Arts, vladisav@mi.sanu.ac.rs
H. Maurer, Graz University of Technology and Academia
Europaea, hmaurer@iicm.edu
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simply looking for fun. Here, the curation author
acts as an entertainer, curation user is an
audience, and the goal of curation is story telling
(or marketing).

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

In the third setting, the author of curation is
typically an expert on a topic, but the curation
users are typically users hoping to gain
knowledge. Content curated in this setting allows
faster learning curves, and even access to
otherwise inaccessible knowledge. Here, the
curation author acts as a teacher, curation user is
a student, and the goal of curation is knowledge
transfer.

Adding content
Content structure
Social network integration
Analytics
Collaboration
Content and user credibility
Content suggestion
Re-usability
Access model
Search model
Content tracking (evolution checking)

User targeting is one of the first criteria to be
considered, when evaluating curation tools. In
different curation settings, this criterion bears
different levels of importance. For instance, in a
setting were content is curated for knowledge
transfer (from the curation author to a user), it
makes little to no sense to charge authors for
curating, but in a marketing setting, charging the
author is reasonable (because it enables the
author to promote his/her product/idea). Charging
the curation users on the other hand (or even
requiring the users to register), usually depends
on the scale of the audience to be engaged (e.g.,
if Wikipedia required paying or even registering in
order to access, it wouldn't have nearly as many
users as it has now). For the knowledge transfer
curation setting, we propose (based on the prior
experience with the Forum portal [21]) that open
access is usually necessary to achieve the best
impact.

2.2 Roles in the Curation Process
Three main roles could be identified in every
successful curation process. The first role is
dedicated to the person who curates the content
(i.e., the author). This role is responsible for
selecting and filtering the content to be curated,
adding the new value in form of additional
content, conclusions, or insights, and targeting
the users who could benefit from the curated
content. The second role is dedicated to the
people who use the curated content. This role
represents the core users of the curation. In the
case of curation for one’s own purposes, the
person conducting this role could coincide with
the person who curates the content. The third
role is dedicated to analysts. In order to improve
the quality of curation, as well as its importance
and reach, an efficient measurement of the
successfulness of the curation is required. While
automated and intelligent tools do exist for this
task, human involvement is still needed, in order
to fully improve the curation process. Output
created by this role could be used by authors
(first role) to improve the curation, thus closing
the circle.

User targeting criterion:
1. Free
2. Free for reading, price for authors
3. Pay for reading, free for authors
4. Everyone pays
Content personalization can be a very
important criterion when considering curation
tools. If the content is not personalized in any
way (either by asserting an author's opinion or
some other insight, or by personalizing it for the
reader) the curation is merely an aggregation of
the content. While content aggregation and
filtering could be useful in every curation setting
(marketing, information sharing, and knowledge
transfer), real benefits and challenges of the
curation only begin when curation author is
enabled to add additional value on top of the
aggregated content. Tailoring the content to the
individual needs of each one of the content
curation users is one of the newest challenges,
and requires identifying the user's current
perspective (in form of prior user knowledge,
context, affinities, language, background, etc...),
as well as adapting the content accordingly.

User roles in curation:
1. Author - gathers and presents content
2. User - gains knowledge or some other
insight from the curated content
3. Analyst - gains insight into the
information flow
2.3 Classification Method
Several different criteria for classifying content
curation tools could be defined. Here, we have
chosen 14 different (but not mutually
independent) criteria and evaluated the top tools
currently available.
1. User targeting
2. Content personalization
3. Media type
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Content personalization criterion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

naturally the newest information bears the
greatest significance), in knowledge sharing
setting this is usually not the case. For example,
when curating some artwork or biographies (as in
Austria-Forum [21]), sequential organization is
not appropriate, simply because ordering is
usually not easy to establish.
Content organized into collections could be
more appropriate in this case. This type of
organizations usually implies sorting the curated
content into topics (or categories, galeries, ...).
For some content types, this shallow hierarchy is
usually not enough; a taxonomy is needed (in the
form of a tree of nested folders, like in Pearltrees
[22]). The most complicated form of organization
should allow organizing the content in an
arbitrary graph, thus enabling not only a system
of collections and sub-collections to exist, but
also for example, enabling virtual collections
spanning content items across the ordinary
collections.

Unpersonalized
Author based
User based
Both user and author based

Content media type is an important criterion
for classifying a curation tool. Some of the most
popular curation tools only consider textual
content (which is not strange, considering the fact
that the majority of the content on the web is
text). In the information sharing setting, textual
content could be considered as a primary source
for curation. This includes news and social feeds
(tweets, status, etc.). In marketing and idea
promoting setting, attracting the curation users
usually requires more than a text; multimedia
including images and videos are usual content. In
the knowledge transfer setting, text is almost
always necessary, but other multimedia content
is often needed, too.

Content structure criterion:
1. Sequential (list, stream)
2. Collection gallery (folders/topics)
3. Tree (taxonomy)
4. Graph

Media type criterion:
1. Text oriented
2. Image oriented
3. Video oriented
4. Fully multimedial

Integration with social networks is another
important criterion. Ability to easily share curated
content using social networks is almost always
required when curating in information sharing or
marketing and idea promoting settings. This is
achieved in almost every curation tool by
introducing the share/like buttons. More
advanced integration allows the author to better
target her/his audience by giving #hashtag or
@handle suggestions for the content curated.
Even higher levels of integration with social
networks would provide the author with content
topic or source suggestion by analyzing the part
of the network the author is targeting. While this
approach has little to no benefit in the knowledge
transfer setting, it could assist to increase authors
impact on the audience she/he needs to curate
the content for. A step further would include
analyzing the social network after the content has
been curated, in order to allow the author to get
feedback and learn about his/her audience, or
even suggest the author how to improve his/her
curation.

Original content adding is also one major
criterion to be considered. While many tools for
curation allow multimedial content to be curated,
the bonding glue that ties all curated content
together is often neglected, restricting the user to
simple textual comments of the collected content.
Enabling the user to express himself with more
freedom may not be necessary in the information
sharing setting, but vastly increases the
possibilities in the marketing and idea promoting
curation setting. In the knowledge transfer
setting, allowing one to present with more
expressiveness could be vital for reducing the
learning curve.
Content adding criterion:
1. No content adding
2. Simple textual comments/tags/links
3. Multimedia
4. Customizable popup content (call-to
actions)
Content structure is another important
criterion for curation tool evaluation. When an
author is curating the content, the way the
curated content is structured largely influences
the information flow. Content could be structured
as a simple sequential stream or a list of content
elements, usually enabling the user to sort the list
according to some relevance. While suitable for
information sharing curation setting (where

Social network integration criterion:
1. No social network integration
2. Simple share/like
3. #hashtag/@handle suggestion
4. Content suggestion (for user
audience)
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and

2.4 Impact analytics/suggestions

people with lower hourly rates. This is especially
important in the knowledge transfer setting,
where sometimes good expert on a topic is hard
to find. The highest level of user collaboration
should include fine-grained access system where
not only whole curations, but also the parts of
curation, could be assigned to an author with
some role. This approach could force content reuse, by allowing curation authors to mutually
share, edit, and review parts of their curations.

The ability to use analytics when curating
content naturally leads to the next criterion we
consider. Most curation tools we analyzed lack
support in this segment. The simplest form of
analytics the user could gain consists of the
follower or reader counts (likes). By allowing the
user to tag the curation he found interesting, a
simple measure of curation success is created.
While simplicity of this approach is appealing for
both authors and users, it carries several
downsides. By giving to users only the simple like
button, both sentiment of the user towards the
topic and his/her opinion of the quality of the
curation could get mixed up. In order to avoid
this, several variables should be used instead of
single one (but this comes with the price of
sacrificing the mentioned simplicity of course).
Also, negative sentiment can be needed when
curating (for example, by analyzing which
audience disliked a curation, author can also
learn something during the curation process).
And finally, using a higher resolution of sentiment
instead of simple binary value could give much
more information (e.g., using 1 to 5 stars when
reviewing movies or items gives more information
than a simple like/no-like). The highest level of
curation analytics would include profiling the
readers (by using all available data including
social networks) in order to enable the author to
satisfy their need for content even better.

Collaboration criterion:
1. No sharing (author curates for himself)
2. Simple share (single author)
3. Group of authors
4. Coarse grain editors/reviewers
5. Fine grain access system
User and content credibility could be crucial
when using a curated content. The simplest
curation tools allow anonymous authorship. While
benefiting from simplicity, this approach severely
suffers from bias. By allowing the author to
remain anonymous, less pressure is put on
author, likely to result in an increase of the
number of contributions, but almost certainly in
reduced quality (on average). While using the
content curated by an anonymous single author,
it is up to users to decide if the author was
informed, subjective, or even honest while
curating the content. One way to mitigate this is
to allow other users to edit the curation in an
approach commonly known as crowdsourcing. By
allowing many other people besides the author
himself to express their feelings and knowledge
about the topic, extremely subjective or obviously
false content is easily repaired. On average
(provided there is a sufficient number of active
users), curation made this way converges over
time to a high quality one (a good example is
Wikipedia). The main problem with this approach
is that users usually cannot decide if the curation
has already been "purified" by enough authors
and whether curation has already "converged" to
a good one (and, of course, fluctuations in quality
could appear even after that). Other means to
battle ignorant or destructive authors include selfidentification. By allowing the authors to identify
themselves (either by giving real biographies or
by giving user names or nicknames) authors gain
a certain identity in their domain. Even if
someone is not using their real name, good
authors usually build up a certain respect of the
community over time. Their online presence in
form
of
their
earlier
curations,
and
communications with the other users could be a
good indicator of their competence. The problem
with this approach is that it still suffers from the
fact that ultimate decision on whether to trust the
curation and its author or not lies on the user

Analytics criterion:
1. No analytics
2. Follower/reader counts
3. +/- counts
4. Reader user profiling
User collaboration is another important
criterion when considering curation tools. In the
simplest form of curation tool according to this
criterion, an author is curating the content strictly
for himself/herself, thus no sharing of any kind is
enabled. When the author is curating for others,
simple sharing of the curation is enabled by
allowing all other users to view. More complexity
is introduced when several authors are allowed to
collaborate on the same curation (with rights to
edit). More complex curation tools in this manner
introduce roles of editors and reviewers. The best
example for this would be some of the sections of
Austria-Forum where several editors are enabled
to curate the content, but the content gets
published only after approval from the
appropriate reviewers. By assigning different
roles to different persons, the curation process is
distributed among the group of people with
different levels and areas of expertise, allowing
delegating some of the time consuming work to
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itself. In the knowledge transfer setting this is
sometimes not acceptable. The ultimate (and
perhaps the only one) cure is to have officially
identified authors and curations. If someone is
already established as an expert in a domain,
his/her opinions on other curations in the same
domain are informative and could provide really
good insight into quality of the curation.

(Re)usability criterion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access model is another important criterion. If
a curation tool is primarily intended to be used for
curating content for the author himself (e.g.,
Pocket [16]) a model where all curations are only
accessible by the author himself is needed. If a
curation tool is primarily intended to be used for
curating the content for other users, a model
where all curations are publicly accessible is
needed. The purpose of these two kinds of
curation tools is different, and one cannot replace
the other. In a more complex scenario, the author
wants to curate for others, but also needs a
space where content is curated, but not yet ready
to be published. In this case, it is needed for the
tool to provide both types of access.

Content and user credibility criterion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anonymous authorship (biased)
Crowd-sourcing
Self-identified
Officially identified

Content suggestion is another important
criterion. In most curation scenarios, the author
who curates already knows what content she/he
wants to curate and how to do it. Therefore, in
many curation tools there are no content
suggestion capabilities. However, sometimes
authors need to curate the content without clear
vision of the content to be curated and only
knowing the topic of interest. This is often the
case when author is curating for himself, or for
example in information sharing setting where the
author wants to keep up with the latest news in
his/her domain. A simple solution is to enable
users to follow all sorts of feeds (e.g., newsfeeds,
tweets, Facebook statuses, etc.) and to
aggregate all those sources in one place. Other,
more expensive solutions, includes providing
hand-picked content on topic selected by domain
experts. More complicated solutions include
using machine learning by introducing a
recommendation engine. By analyzing the
similarities between different contents related to
the selected topic, the used tool is automatically
providing content suggestions. A more advanced
version of this approach would include various
parameters that could be plugged into the
recommendation engine, in order to find the best
content to curate.

Access model criterion:
1. All private (for personal use)
2. All public
3. Both public and private
Search model is another important aspect for
curation tool selection. In some types of curation
tools, user searches are not enabled; this is, for
example, usually the case when the tool is
primarily intended for curating the content for
oneself. Simple search is the most common form
of searching used in curation tools and it includes
searching by topic or category, author, or such.
More advanced tools in this manner enable
authors to add keywords and tags to curated
content, and enable users to search and retrieve
curated content using these tags. A more
advanced approach allows the users to search
not only keywords, but also structured metadata
(e.g., date of contribution, related contributions,
etc...), like in Serbia-Forum. The most advanced
approach is also the most complicated one and
includes semantic search and question
understanding.

Content suggestion criterion:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No API
Has API
No browser plugin
Has browser plugin

No content suggestion
Aggregation (news feeds, follow, etc.)
Human selection
Simple recommendation engine
Advanced recommendation engine
(tunable)

Search model:
1. No search
2. Simple search (topic/category,
author...)
3. Keywording/tagging
4. Flexible metadata
5. Semantic search/question
understanding

Re-usability is another important criterion. If
the curating tool has an API, curations made by
this tool can be easily reused in various
applications. Also, when a curation tool is well
integrated with the browser, curating can be done
much easier.

Content evolution checking criterion:
1. No checking
2. Timestamping
3. Versioning
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2.5 Curation Tools Evaluation

presented based on the criteria presented in
previous section

In the following section an evaluation of
several most prominent curation tools is
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Pinterest
Feedly
Scoop.It
Spundge
Triberr
Bundlr
Instpaper
Pocket
List.ly
Storify
Learnist
Paper.li
Austria-Forum
Pearltrees
HeadSlinger
Bag the Web
Delicious
Flipboard
Declara

2
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1
1
0
0
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1
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1
1,2
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 1: Evaluation of different curation tools. Tools are classified using
the classification system defined in the previous chapter. Legend is shown in table 2
0

1

Unpersonalized

2
Free for reading,
price for authors
Author based

3
Pay for reading,
free for authors
User based

Text oriented
No content
adding
Sequential (list)

Image oriented
Comments/tags/
links
Collection (gallery)

Video oriented
Multimedia

Simple
share/like

#hastag/@handle
suggestion

Content suggestion

Impact analytics

No analytics

Follower counts

+/- counts

Reader profiling

Simple share
(single author)
Anonymous

Group of authors

Coarse grain

Fine grain

Crowdsourcing

Self-identified

Aggregation

Human

Simple recommendation

Officially identified
Advanced recommendation

Usability

No API

REST API

No plugin

Plugin

Access model

All private

All public

Private/public

Simple search
(topic/category,
author...)

Keywording/tagging

Flexible
metadta

No checking

Timestamping

Versioning

User targeting

Free

Content personalization
Media type
Content adding
Content structure
Social network
integration

None

Analytics
Collaboration
Content and user
credibility
Content suggestion

Search model

Content evolution
checking

No sharing
(self curation)

None

No search

Tree (taxonomy)

4
Everyone pays
Both user and
author based
Fully multimedial
Customizable
popup content
Graph

Semantic
search/question
understanding

Table 2. Description of classification criteria used in evaluation. More comprehensive description
is given in chapter 2.3.
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Content tracking and verification is another
important criterion. When curating a content, the
author is usually collecting images, texts, videos,
links, and other types of content from the web.
When curating, the author is adding the snapshot
of the content at some point in time. For some
purposes this simplistic approach doesn't suffice.
For example, when dealing with volatile content
or content that is likely to be altered it is useful to
somehow inform both the curation author and the
curation user that the content used in curation
has changed. This can be implemented using
timestamping. Using this approach, both
accidental and intentional corruptions could be
detected, but true content cannot be recovered.
Also, when some content changes, it may be
useful to compare it with previous versions, thus
enabling deeper insights. This could be
implemented using versioning (like in AustriaForum [21], for example).
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Optical Character Recognition of Old Fonts
– A Case Study
Pirker, Johanna and Wurzinger, Gerhard

Abstract: Extracting text from images of text
is a challenging task. Among the greatest
challenges of text recognition is the optical
character recognition (OCR) of historic books.
Due to low-quality images, rare fonts, and
unknown dictionary standard OCR, software
often fails in recognizing these texts. In this
paper, we discuss existing OCR systems with a
focus on learning strategies, and present an
OCR model which is optimized to recognize old
books. Additionally, we describe the process to
measure the quality of the outcome.

part is the fact that every historic book is
different and poses new challenges. Different
generations of OCR systems have introduced
new techniques and algorithms to enhance the
recognition of books, letters, handwritings, and
other written texts. Most recent systems use
different learning systems, such as neural
networks or export systems to enhance pattern
recognition [3][4]. Such systems can achieve a
very high accuracy rate of the recognition of
unusual/unknown writings, such as historic
fonts with well-prepared training sets.
However, to optimize the outcomes of the OCR
systems, different methods to improve the
OCR accuracy have to be applied [1].
In this paper we introduce our OCR process for
historic books and describe how the OCR
accuracy can be improved in the different
steps of this process. Also, we discuss how to
measure and compare the quality of the
results. The goal of this paper is to first analyze
typical problems of OCR systems with historic
texts, to present an optimized OCR process for
old books, and discuss how to measure the
quality of OCR techniques. We use the old
book series “Wurzbach Lexikon” as a case
study to describe the approach.

Index Terms: OCR, language models, text
processing, string similarity, web-books

1. INTRODUCTION

T

recognition and conversion from images
of text have always been a challenging
task for automatic data processing and
information retrieval and services. In particular,
the task of scanning books and making them
not only digital readable, but also searchable,
is important to retrieve and collect information.
In this way, the information of old books,
newspapers, or other texts can be a valuable
and interesting source to build a strong and
complete information network. Different
organizations are interested in the mass scale
digitization of historic documents with a focus
on offering improved full-text searching [1].
Among them are efforts like austria-forum.org
and serbia-forum.org in which the authors are
involved. However, the optical character
recognition of old books or newspapers often
fails for several reasons. First, the orthography
of old writings differs a lot from dictionaries
available nowadays. Second, many books are
not well preserved, thus, the quality of the
scans is often not good. Third, the typeface,
often “Fraktur” (a blackletter font), is not well
covered by available OCR-software, and often
lacks accuracy. Letters are written very similar
(f/s), or are used in several different ways, and
the distance between the characters or words
is often inconsistent [2]. The most challenging
HE

2. OCR PROCEDURE
Different digital collections and information
systems digitalize old documents, such as old
books or newspapers. However, optical
character recognition of old documents often
poses different challenges [2]. In the following
chapter we summarize the main issues.
2.1 OCR problems of Historic Books
Working with historic books, we face different
problems.
1. Image problems: One of the major
problems is the quality of the original book
and the quality of the scan. This includes
issues such as curled pages, blurred fonts,
or manually edited pages (e.g. stamps or
hand-written
notes).
Examples
are
illustrated in Figures 1-3. Also, the pages
are often soiled, letters are hard to read

J. Pirker and Gerhard Wurzinger are with the Institute for
Information Systems and Computer Media, Graz University of
Technology, Austria (e-mail: {jpirekr|gwurz}@iicm.edu)
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and recognize, and thus scans are often
blurry and noisy.

Figure 6: Different fonts and languages
Figure 1: Blurry scan

Figure 2: Curved Scans

Figure 3: Edited Original Pages

2.

Figure 7: Layout of old books

3. Missing knowledge base: Traditional OCR
software uses knowledge bases based on
contemporary
dictionaries
and
grammatical structures to enhance the
OCR procedure and does not provide
historic dictionaries. Additionally, historic
texts often do not follow specific
orthographic structures and rules, thus
words can be written differently in the
same text.

Font type and layout: Many historic fonts
(e.g. Fraktur) are not supported by
standard OCR software. Old fonts are in
particular hard to recognize, because they
use letters which often look very similar
(see Figure 4). In earlier times, different
spacing of characters was used to achieve
alignment of lines. Thus, also the spacing
between words and characters is often not
consistent (see Figure 5). Old texts also
often use different fonts in the same text
(see Figure 6). Additionally, historic papers
often use different and inconsistent layout
structures (see Figure 7).

Every historic book or newspaper is different.
Thus, very specific and unique problems can
occur for every project. In the next section, we
take a closer look at the overall OCR process,
and possibilities to improve the different steps.
2.2 OCR Process
Since every historic book presents new
challenges to cope with, it is important to focus
on these specific problems in the OCR
process. In the following section, we describe
the procedure of OCR with a focus on creating
a learning / feature base for historic books,
which can be used for improving machine
learning algorithm. To improve the accuracy of
the OCR process, different actions can be
taken in every single step of the process [1].
Figure 8 gives an overview of the entire
process.

Figure 4: Different letters are often written very similarly or
the same letter has different writing styles (from left to
right: f, s, s, and s)

Figure 5: Different spacing of characters
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Figure 8: OCR Process











not yet been available to the OCR
system. In a final step, the output can
be corrected manually.

Scanning: The first step is the
scanning phase. This phase is already
one of the most crucial phases. If
available, scans should be made of
well-preserved
preserved and clean originals.
The scanning
canning resolution should be at
least 300 dpi and the output image a
lossless format (e.g. tiff)
Pre-processing:
processing: In this step, the
scanned document (image file) can be
manually optimized for the OCR
process. This includes image editing
processes such as increasing
ncreasing the
contrast, reducing noise, or simplifying
the colors.
OCR-process:
process: In this step, the chosen
OCR system reads the images and
applies an algorithm to recognize the
characters. For this step,
tep, it is crucial to
choose OCR software that fits the
current
rrent problem and supports a
training/learning algorithm. Different
systems that support training are
discussed in the next section.
Create learning base: To improve the
OCR-process
process it is crucial to create and
improve the learning base for training
the OCR
R system. This base consists of
a dictionary fitting the document
improved
character
pattern.
Additionally, knowledge, such as
different languages, document-specific
document
layout, and knowledge about typical
word or document patterns (e.g. topic
abbreviations in an encyclopedia) can
be applied to improve the OCR
process.
Post-processing:
processing:
In
this
step,
knowledge can be applied which had

The last steps can be described
describe as a feedback
loop with human input for training to improve
the outcomes [5].. In the next section, we
discuss software packages that support
training possibilities and such feedback loops.
2.3 OCR Systems
Different OCR systems use different algorithms
and techniques to recognize characters. Due
to the differences between historic document
documents,
it is important to choose OCR software that
supports training of the process, i.e. the user
can train the software to recognize specific
characters in the future. Abbyy Finereader [9]
is commercial OCR software and also provides
OCR dictionaries for time periods between
1800 and 1938. It has its own interface to allow
the user to train. A free and
nd open
open-source toolkit
that provides training possibilities is Tesseract.
It uses a segmentation-based
segmentation
training
algorithm
[10][11]..
Segmentation
Segmentation-based
training would use different segments of the
text (e.g. characters) as an input and map it
with a training process to the different
character-representations.
representations.
OCRopus
is
another open source implementation of an
OCR system. In an updated version, it uses
Long Short-Term
Term Memory (LSTM) networks
and line normalizations methods for an
improved OCR process [12]
[12][13]. LSTM is an
updated version of recurrent neural networks,
a machine learning approach, which is
optimized for recognition task for non
nonsegmented applications, such as handwritings
or historic fonts. Line normalization is for
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example used to straighten curved words in a
pre-processing step.
All these systems support feedback loops to
improve the quality and accuracy of OCR.
However, how can we measure the accuracy?
In the next section we discuss metrics to
measure the performance of OCR systems.

OCR output to ground truth to measures
accuracy rates (ratio of the number of correctly
recognized characters to total number of
characters) and missing rates (ratio of the
number of characters missing compared to
total number of characters).
Another metric to measure similarity of two
strings is the Levenshtein distance, which is
defined as the minimum number of character
edits to convert one string to the other with
operations such as deletion, insertion, or edits
[7]. To normalize this metric, we can use the
following formula:

3. OCR PERFORMANCE METRICS
To measure the performance of the OCR
output, different metrics are defined in
literature. Feng an Manmatha [4] describes a
performance metric which used alignment of

This formula describes the similarity of two
documents (strings) based on the edit distance
and relates it to the total length of the strings.
The result is a number between 0 and 1, and
can be used as percentage values, where
100% is a full match.

(e.g. letters for names of the current
paragraph)
Some of these problems are very specific for
this book series. However, these problems can
also be used as a learning basis for building a
strong feedback loop. In the case of Wurzbach,
the first volume (400 pages) of the series was
manually edited by the community [14]. Based
on this volume, a first learning base was built
containing knowledge of the personal names
and a book-specific dictionary.
This edited version was also used as
validation of our different learning algorithm.
We used the normalized Levenshtein distance
to measure and compare the accuracy of the
different software systems, and to find out if
applying different learning strategies would
improve the accuracy.

4. CASE STUDY – WURZBACH
The book series “Biographisches Lexikon
des Kaiserthums Oesterreich” is a 60-volume
biographical
encyclopedia
collected
by
Constant, Ritter von Tannenberg, and
Wurzbach between 1856 and 1897 with a
focus on Austrian persons. Each volume
consists of about 500 pages; all in all,
Wurzbach is a collection of more than 24,000
biographies [14][15].
In this old collection, traditional OCR
approaches mainly face the following
problems:








5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we tried to elucidate the
process of OCR of historic books. Our analysis
of this process again proves that creating a
huge knowledge base of the features
(dictionary, specific typeset features) is indeed
the most important step of the process, as
traditional OCR software most often fails to
work with historic books with old fonts and
inconsistent language and layout. To compare
the accuracy of the OCR methods, a
normalized version of the Levenshtein distance
can be used. Since every historic book is
different and poses its own and new
challenges, the most important step of an OCR
process is building a learning base. We applied
this principle to the 60-volume series
“Wurzbach”. Thanks to a community-edited

Typeface: The typeface used is a very
old font, the scans lack quality.
Additionally, the author used several
different type settings.
Missing dictionary: The languages used
in this collection are mainly an old
German, but also quotes, and titles in
Latin, Italian, French, or Hungarian.
Unknown words: The main part of this
collection are different names for
persons, titles, cities, towns and
districts. Personal names are hard to
verify and differ from standard
dictionaries.
Encyclopedia style: This biographical
encyclopedia uses many abbreviations
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[6]

volume, we were able to build a book-specific
dictionary as a learning base. Further specific
“problems” of this series were used as learning
“rules” to iteratively enhance the accuracy. The
main contribution of this work is a model for
OCR processes of historic books with old
fonts. With such a model, with respect to preand post-processing, the accuracy of OCR of
historic books can be improved significantly,
compared to related approaches. Future works
include a more detailed evaluation and
comparison of this model.

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]
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Smart Web Services (SmartWS)
– The Future of Services on the Web
Maleshkova, Maria; Philipp, Patrick; Sure-Vetter, York; and Studer, Rudi



objects can finally participate in Web scenarios,
the use of individual and specific interaction
mechanisms and data models lead to realizing
isolated islands of connected devices or to
custom solutions that are not reusable. Devices
are increasingly network-enabled but rely on
heterogeneous
network
communication
mechanisms, use non-standardized interfaces
and introduce new data schemas for each
individual type of device [2]. This results in a lot of
heterogeneity, in the lack of overall integration
and in solutions that cannot easily be extended
and reused for different application domains.
We witness similar developments in individual
application areas such as in the medical, mobility
and energy fields, which face these and even
further difficulties. In particular, the situation is
aggravated by the growing use of sensors,
designated devices for monitoring and recording
data, and the digitalization of domain-specific
knowledge, such as recordings of trials,
guidelines, common procedures, etc. These
results in large data volumes [3], which are hard
to integrate, are processed and managed by
domain specialists, as part of their daily tasks. As
a consequence, not only is it difficult to benefit
from the available data in order to solve a
particular problem or task, it becomes hardly
possible to have an overview of all the related
information or to keep up with updates.
To this end, the vision of the Web of Things
(WoT) [4] is to leverage Web standards in order
to interconnect all types of embedded devices
(e.g., patient monitors, medical sensors,
congestion monitoring devices, traffic-light
controls, temperature sensors, smart meters,
etc.) and real-world objects, and thus to make
them a part of the World Wide Web (WWW) and
provide overall interoperability. Therefore, WoT
aims to build a future Web of devices that is truly
open, flexible, and scalable. We aim to contribute
towards achieving this goal by relying on existing
and well-known Web standards and paradigms
used in the programmable Web (e.g., Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs), Representational
State Transfer (REST) [5], and Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP)) and employing
semantic Web technologies (e.g., Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [6], and Linked

Abstract: The past few years have been marked
by an increased use of sensor technologies,
abundant availability of mobile devices, and
growing popularity of wearables, which enable a
direct integration of their data as part of rich client
applications. Despite the potential and added
value that such aggregate applications bring, the
implementations are usually custom solutions for
particular use cases and do not support easy
integration of further devices. To this end, the
vision of the Web of Things (WoT) is to leverage
Web standards in order to interconnect all types of
devices and real-world objects, and thus to make
them a part of the World Wide Web (WWW) and
provide overall interoperability. In this context we
introduce Smart Web Services (SmartWS) that not
only provide remote access to resources and
functionalities,
by
relying
on
standard
communication protocols, but also encapsulate
‘intelligence’. Smartness features can include, for
instance, context-based adaptation, cognition,
inference and rules that implement autonomous
decision logic in order to realize services that
automatically perform tasks on behalf of the users,
without requiring their explicit involvement. In this
paper, we present key characteristics of SmartWS,
and introduce a reference implementation
framework. Furthermore, we describe a specific
use case for implementing SmartWS in the medical
domain and specify a maturity model for
determining the quality and usability of SmartWS.
Index Terms: Smart Web Services, SmartWS,
Semantic Web Services, Web of Things

1. INTRODUCTION

C

URRENT developments on the Web are
characterized by the wider use of networkenabled devices, such as sensors, mobile
phones, and wearables that serve as data
providers or actuators, in the context of client
Web applications [1]. Even though real-life
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Data (LD) [7]) in order to address the need for
semantically integrating data coming from a
variety of heterogeneous sources and for
managing the ever increasing data volumes.
In order to provide a solution for addressing the
challenges described above, and to be able to
benefit from the WoT vision, we focus on
developing Smart Web Services (SmartWS) that
encapsulate ‘intelligence’ by implementing
autonomous decision logic in order to realize or
adapt services that automatically perform tasks
on behalf of the user, without requiring his/her
explicit involvement. SmartWS provide remote
access to resources and functionalities, by relying
on standard communication protocols, and also
encapsulate smartness elements, as for instance:

SmartWS and demonstrate how it can be used to
support a particular use case from the medical
domain in Section 5. We introduce a maturity
model for classifying SmartWS in Section 6 and
conclude the paper in Section 7.
With the proposed approach and the
introduced framework, SmartWS can be
efficiently developed and deployed.
2. STATE OF THE ART
Currently, there are four lines of related work
that need to be considered in the context of
SmartWS. These are – (i) approaches for
providing remote access to functionalities and
resources over the Web (Web services, Web
APIs and Microservices); (ii) approaches for data
interoperability and integration on top of services,
(iii) approaches for encapsulating data and
functionality (e.g., inference, cognition, rules) and
(iv) existing approaches aiming to support Smart
Services. We discuss these lines of work in the
following sections.

 Context-based adaptation – automatic
adjustments based on the devices’ current
situation;
 Cognition – for example, learning based on
available data, such as previous log files,
and determining optimal settings or
suggesting a particular solution option;
 Inference – for example, deducing implicit
knowledge based on the available data;
 Rules – for example, formal specification of
common
practices
or
established
guidelines.

2.1 Web Services, Web APIs and Microservices
Regarding providing remote access to
functionalities and resources over the Web, the
past few years have been marked by a trend
towards a simpler approach for developing and
exposing Web service and APIs – moving away
from traditional services based on SOAP [8] and
WSDL [9]. Instead of relying on the rather
complex WS-* specification stack, current Web
APIs rely directly on the interaction primitives
provided by the HTTP protocol, with data
payloads transmitted directly as part of the HTTP
requests and responses. If the REST
architectural principles [5] are enforced on top
(also referred to as RESTful services), this
provides for a more coordinated and constrained
communication between the application client and
the server. Furthermore, Microservices [10]
represent a new emerging trend towards
developing Web services by realizing a number of
small, highly decoupled services that focus on
doing a particular small task, thus facilitating a
modular approach to system-building. As a result,
complex applications can be composed of a
number of small, independent reusable
microservices.
These developments are taken one step further
by Semantic Web Services (SWS) [11], which
aim to reduce the manual effort required for
manipulating Web services by enhancing
services with semantics. The main idea behind
this research is that tasks such as the discovery,
negotiation, composition and invocation can have
a higher level of automation, when services are
enhanced with semantic descriptions of their
properties. We use the research on SWS and
develop it further to provide semantic APIs.

Therefore, SmartWS implement autonomous
decision logic in order to realize services that
automatically perform tasks, such as suggesting
patient diagnosis, determining an optimal
traveling route, or updating the temperature
settings of all heaters in a house. It is only
through SmartWS that we will be able to provide
the added value of interoperability, scalability and
integration that is needed in order to realize the
WoT.
To this end, we make the following
contributions:
 We provide a definition for SmartWS;
 We motivate and introduce the key
characteristics of SmartWS;
 We introduce a reference implementation
framework for realizing solutions based on
SmartWS;
 We describe a specific use case for
implementing SmartWS in the medical
domain;
 We specify a maturity model for determining
the quality and usability of SmartWS.
The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: In Section 2 we present the current state
of the art that provides the foundation for
developing SmartWS. In Section 3 we describe
the main SmartWS characteristics and how we
approach their development. In section 4, we
provide a reference framework for realizing
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Instead of being simply an endpoint associated
with a communication protocol, semantic APIs
benefit from the Linked Data principles [7] and
semantic technologies in order to provide access
to all resources linked to a particular entity or to
allow the retrieving of data based on the concepts
and properties that is it linked to.
In terms of documenting the interfaces, we
base the development of SmartWS on a
lightweight implementation of the interfaces – by
using APIs, and semantically describe these to
not only capture what the service does and how it
works, but also what resources can be
manipulated via what inputs and outputs.

2.3 Encapsulating Data and Functionality
SmartWS can also benefit from the notion of
Research Objects [15], which was introduced in
scientific disciplines to encapsulate all the
necessary information for the execution of
isolated scientific experiments, ensuring the
reproducibility and validation of their results and
preventing decay. Research Objects have been
successfully used in data-intensive disciplines like
Genomics and Astrophysics and were originally
conceived to extend traditional publication
mechanisms [16] and take scientific communities
‘beyond the pdf’ by aggregating essential
resources related to experimental results along
with publications. This includes not only the data
used but also methods applied to produce and
analyze that data. We adopt this approach not to
encapsulate data, as is the case with research
objects, but rather to include ‘smartness’
elements within the service interface.

2.2 Service Data Interoperability and Integration
Data interoperability and integration have a
long history outside the field of WoT, but the
adaptation to the constraints and challenges
raised by achieving such tasks in the context of
dynamic, distributed and interconnected systems
have received little attention [12]. For instance,
the traditional Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
processes rely on data transformation pipelines to
create large, centralized data warehouses, on top
of which analytics can be performed. This is the
approach typically employed in business
intelligence [13], where the data sources are
relatively static and there is a need to pull all the
data in the same place. A more distributed
approach is one where data interfaces are being
standardized to ensure a homogeneous access
to various data sources. This approach is favored
in the area of Web APIs, where different data
sources do not need to be pulled together, but are
accessed at application level through similar
interfaces [14]. The disadvantage here is that it
puts higher effort on the client application, as it
requires identifying, access and integrating each
data source separately. This disadvantage can be
overcome by conforming to shared means for
communication and data exchange.
Another approach has been introduced more
recently through the Linked Data principles [7],
where links are established between resources of
various data sources, pushing them in a common
graph that can be manipulated and processed as
if it were a common, unique data source. This
facilitates data integration on a large scale and
also supports the reuse of openly available
datasets and vocabularies. SmartWS are based
on realizing distributed access to resources,
which are integrated through the definition of links
between these resources. This approach
alleviates the challenge of having to integrate
each data source separately, since it benefits
from the links between the resources where
service compositions can be made directly by
defining the data that is produced by one service
and consumed by the next one.

2.4 Towards Smart Services
The importance of developing intelligent
environments for providing services and products
has already been recognized as part of the Smart
Service World (“Smart Service Welt”) [17] vision,
where services and products offered over the
Internet, can be used as the basis for developing
new data- and service-based business models. In
this particular context “Service Platforms (Smart
Services, Architecture Layer 1)” are seen as the
means for implementing, configuring and
composing modular value added chains. We take
this vision one step further and introduce
SmartWS not only as the foundation for realizing
distributed solutions but also as reusable
intelligent
building
blocks
for
complex
applications, thus directly contributing to realizing
the vision of the Smart Service World.
Furthermore, there is some specific work in the
context of approaches that aim to combine Web
services/Web APIs and Linked Data for realizing
service invocation or composition frameworks. In
particular, these approaches focus on integrating
existing data services (i.e., services that provide
data) exposed through Web APIs, with Linked
Data principles by having services consume and
produce semantic data (i.e., RDF triples). For
instance, Linked Data-Fu [18] enables the
development of data-driven applications that
facilitate the RESTful manipulation of read/write
Linked Data resources. Linked Data-Fu provides
a
language
for
declaratively
specifying
interactions between web resources as well as an
invocation engine that performs efficiently the
described interactions with the web resources.
Another approach for automatically invoking
Web APIs is presented by Taheriyan et al. [19]
who offer a solution that allows domain experts to
create semantic models of services with the help
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of an interactive web-based interface. Based on
samples of Web API requests and a set of
vocabularies, the system invokes the service and
creates a model that captures the semantics of
the inputs, outputs, and their relationships.
Finally, Linked Data Fragments [20] offer a new
approach towards combining Web services and
Linked Data by offering a solution for publishing
Linked Data via a queryable API. Instead of
having a solution where services consume and
produce Linked Data, the authors demonstrate
how existing Linked Data datasets can be
exposed via a service on the Web which allows
posting queries to single or distributed data
sources.
Finally, there is already some work in the
context of realizing platforms that to a certain
extent implement Smart Services. Lee et al.
present a Smart Service Framework (SSF) [21]
that focuses on supporting context adaptation by
providing a design for a centralized systems that
is responsible for taking the context-relevant
information from mobile and service agents,
processing it based on background knowledge,
such as device and user profile, and adapting the
offered services to better suit the current users’
needs. This approach is very important since it
provides a first step towards achieving some level
of smartness. Unfortunately it focuses only on
context adaptation and the authors do not discuss
how individual devices are registered to the
platform, how the communication is realized and
how data heterogeneity is handled. Another
approach is presented in [22] where the authors
focus in particular on wearable devices in the
context of Internet of Things. The solution is
based on an enterprise service bus (ESB), which
aims to support the integration of different
hardware platforms into a single application and
to introduce a service-oriented semantic
middleware solution. Thus the ESB, in
combination with semantic descriptions of the
attached devices, serves as a bridge for
interoperability and integration of the different
environments. The approach reuses SWS
technologies and centralities the communication
over the ESB, however, it does not focus on
adding ‘smartness’ elements to the used devices
or their interfaces. Finally, Lee et al. [23] and
Beltran et al. [24] present two domain-specific
solutions – one centered around weather
information and one designed specifically for
aggregating social web data. Both solutions use
WoT technologies, enhance them with semantics
in order to support data integration and
interoperability, and use SWS approaches.
However, they stop short of extending the device
and
data
interfaces
with
encapsulated
intelligence.
In the following section we describe how we

benefit from the current state of the art and take
developments one step further in order to
introduce Smart Web Services.
3. FOUNDATIONS FOR SMART WEB SERVICES
SmartWS not only enable remote data access
and modification, and benefit from the Linked
Data principles, but also comprise ‘smartness’
elements in terms of context-based adaptation
(e.g., changing the weather information based on
the current location), cognition (e.g., learning from
past experience in order to determine optimal
settings), inference (e.g., automated deduction of
knowledge), and rules (e.g., formal specification
of heuristics or guidelines) that implement
autonomous decision logic (see Figure 1).
There are a number of definitions for smart
services [21]. Usually these definitions are used
to describe the offerings to the users and what
they can achieve by calling the service – technical
or business services. Still there is no single,
generally accepted definition; especially not in the
context of the technical implementation of
services – as Web services or APIs. Therefore,
we first give our definition of SmartWS, and
subsequently specify the characteristics that
SmartWS should exhibit.
SmartWS are Web APIs (conforming to
standard Web technologies (HTTP, URIs)) that
consume and produce semantic data (RDF) and
encapsulate autonomous decision logic.
SmartWS benefit from previous research and
introduce the innovative aspect of encapsulating
intelligence elements directly as part of the
service. As a result, SmartWS automatically
adjust configurations, adapt to context or trigger
events, based on the input data, thus enabling the
implementation of actuators on top of the smart
APIs. SmartWS are Web APIs that consume and
produce Linked Data and, in addition,
encapsulate rules and inference, for instance, in
order to automatically deduce further knowledge
that is not stored in the dataset but can be
derived based on the existing facts. They
implement domain or use case-specific rules that
can be used to make conclusions about the
outputs, based on the provided input (for
example, given a temperature of 20 degrees or
more, the heaters should be turned off). They can
also use the relationships between concepts and
instances in order to make inferences. As such,
instead of only providing access to resources or
existing functionalities, SmartWS are intelligent
enough to deduce additional knowledge, trigger
events or directly update configurations.
3.1 Towards SmartWS
The approach followed towards realizing the
vision of SmartWS is based on three main pillars
– (i) semantic technologies, (ii) remote access to
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resources via Web services and (iii) ‘smartness’
elements in terms of, for instance, context-based,
adaptation, cognition, inference and rules. This
combination provides an innovative, up-to-date
unexplored line of research that, as demonstrated
by the use case implementation (see Section 5),
shows promising results.
(i) Semantic technologies – As already
discussed, we aim to take advantage of the
Linked Data principles for publishing data, which
through the use of standardized vocabularies,
provides links between entities and an abundance
of available datasets, enable data integration and
the building of rich client applications.
(ii) Remote access to resources – The
Linked Data principles are combined with
established technologies for remotely accessing
resources on the Web (e. g., URIs, HTTP and
REST) thus developing interfaces (i.e., services)
that consume and produce Linked Data – the
service inputs and outputs are given in RDF, with
formalized semantic meaning, uniquely identified
resources via URIs, and links between these
resources. The result is a framework for
automated
resources
querying
(service
discovery), integration (service composition) and
use (service invocation).
(iii) ‘Smartness’
elements
–
These
semantically enabled services are enriched with
logic for context adaptation, cognition, inference
and rules, which are implemented directly as part
of the interface. Instead of having a dedicated
reasoning engine, a complete machine learning
approach for optimization, or a large set of rules,
the goal here is to enhance services with
lightweight intelligence elements that already
provide added value. There are a lot of use
cases, where a little intelligence within the service
goes a long way (for example, an interface that
provides access to a street light that takes as
input the time of the day and the light intensity
outside, and based on rules within the interface
automatically updates the light intensity, without
having to access a centralized control system
first). The result is a set of intelligent reusable
semantic Web-enabled interfaces that provide
access to single resources and can be used to
realize decentralized distributed solutions (see
Section 4).

discussed in the context of autonomic computing
[25], where computing systems can manage
themselves, just by receiving high-level objectives
as input. We adapt this concept and take it a step
further by defining the feature of encapsulating
‘smartness’ as having services provide humanlike intelligence such as decisions or reasoning.
The goal is not to have machines emulate the
processes of human thinking but rather to
augment services with some limited lightweight
degree of intelligence regarding particular tasks.
Characteristic 2. Adding automation – In
general, when it comes to supporting business
processes, or individual activities, it comes down
to completing a number of individual tasks. Some
tasks can only be performed manually, i.e., by
humans, while others can be either replaced or
supported by machines. When tasks can be
completed directly by using SmartWS, on behalf
of the user but without his/her explicit
involvement, this contributes to the overall
automation of the system [26], and/or supported
business process. For example, the heaters in a
room can automatically be turned off when the
temperature is above 20 degrees.
Characteristic 3. Adding autonomy – This
feature relates again to reducing the human
involvement. However, in order for services to be
autonomous, this requires to provide elements of
self-actuation, such as self-monitoring, selfdiagnosis, and self-actuating. If a service already
implements functions for monitoring, diagnosis,
and these are actuated in autonomous manner, it
directly reduces the amount of required manual
intervention. Furthermore, by adding autonomy, a
service would also have higher adaptability to the
evolving environment and contexts of a running
system.
Characteristics 1-3 highlight the main
differences between SmartWS, and SWS and
Web services. However, SmartWS still build on
semantic technologies (characteristics 4 and 5)
and Web service communication standards
(characteristics 6 and 7).
Characteristic 4. Linked Data prosumers –
SmartWS are consumers and producers of
Linked Data, i.e. ‘prosumers’. The inputs and
outputs of the services are in RDF.
Characteristic
5.
Machine-interpretable
descriptions – SmartWS are described in a way
that enables the machine interpretation of the
features of the services, including functionality,
conditions for invocation, inputs, outputs and
means of invocation, etc.
Characteristic 6. Conforming to standards –
SmartWS are realized by following standards
(i.e., follow what is accepted by the general
community) for communication and data

3.2 Characteristics of SmartWS
In this section we derive characteristics for
SmartWS, based on the aspects of ‘smartness’
identified in the previous section (see Figure 1).
These characteristics differentiate SmartWS from
traditional Web services and Semantic Web
Services (SWS).
Characteristic 1. Encapsulating ‘smartness’
The need for intelligence within the building
blocks of a system has already been raised and
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Figure 1: Characteristics of SmartWS

exchange (HTTP, URIs, XML, JSON, RDF, etc.).
Characteristic 7. Lightweight services –
SmartWS are implemented as Web APIs, relying
on the use of HTTP and URIs, and conforming to
REST maturity level of at least 2 [27] (HTTP for
message transport, XML/JSON as data format,
use of resources and URIs, use of HTTP verbs).
We refer to these characteristics in more detail
in order to define a maturity model for the
‘smartness’ of services, given in Section 6.

following section (see Section 5).
As it can be seen in Figure 2, we favor a basic
three-tier solution. The bottom tier consist of all
the data sources, hardware pieces, such as
devices, wearables, sensors, algorithms, and
software components, that should be made
available as SmartWS. The middle layer consist
of SmartWS that wrap the elements of the bottom
layer behind a common interface, enhance it with
semantics, and add further ‘smartness’. The top
layer represents the client side, which is
facilitated via composite applications that
combine the offered SmartWS into simple or
complex processes.
The architectural approach that we follow is
based on principles introduced by service
oriented architectures (SOA) [28] and by
integration systems [29, 30]. In the context of
integration systems, instead of introducing
wrappers and mediators, we use Web services
as a way to wrap sources and realize the required

4. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OF A FRAMEWORK
BASED ON SMART SERVICES
The development of SmartWS, based on the
characteristics described in the previous section,
can be assisted by providing guidelines,
checklists and a reference architecture for
implementing use case-based solutions. To this
end, we present the design of a SmartWS
framework, in terms of an architectural view. We
provide a proof-of-concept implementation in the

Figure 2: Reference SmartWS Architecture
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mediation functionalities as part of the SmartWS
implementation.
Therefore,
we
support
development approaches based on SOA and at
the same time facilitate the benefits offered by an
integration system. In the following, we describe
each of the three layers in more detail.

layer component, based on previously collected
data.
The SmartWS can be registered in a
centralized repository, as in the use case
described in the next section, or can be stored in
distributed repositories, for example, based on
the specific provider.

4.1 Sources Layer
The sources layer consists of two main types of
resources – data-centric resources and
operation-centric
resources.
Data-centric
resources are resources that are mainly related to
data access and manipulation. These include, for
example, repositories, databases, as well as
devices and sensors that result in data streams.
Therefore, we consider both static data as well as
dynamic sources with a time-relevant component.
Operation-centric resources focus on providing
certain functionality. As examples we can have,
actual
Web
services,
algorithms,
and
computational software components. In addition,
since any implementation can be exposed as a
SmartWS in order to facilitate the development of
modular distributed applications, we also
advocate the approach that the actual service
execution engine is made available as a
SmartWS itself. The benefits are multiple,
including the fact that client applications need to
implement only one common interface – that of a
SmartWS.
The differentiation between data-centric and
operation-centric resources is not strictly required
and in some instance can be difficult to
determine. However, it is helpful for easing the
subsequent implementation of the wrappers, in
the SmartWS layer, since operation-centric
sources need to be mapped to resources first in
order to be able to define RESTful interfaces.
While for data-centric ones this might still be
required in some cases, usually the interface
definition is easier.
The sources layer is extendible to comprise
additional types of sources, besides the ones
listed here. The only restriction is that they should
be wrapable behind a SmartWS interface.

4.3 Applications Layer
The applications layer is realized by calling
individual
SmartWS,
creating
simple
compositions (sequential calling of the services)
or even complex processes. The business logic
that implements a workflow based on SmartWS
can be encoded directly in the client application or
can be controlled by another SmartWS that
provides access to an execution engine. This is
the layer where the actual benefit of using
SmartWS becomes visible, since tasks that would
normally involve some manual effort, are now
completed automatically. This includes not only
direct user involvement (such as, for example,
turning a heater off) but also the work that needs
to be invested by developers in order to
implement decision logic on the client side.
In the following section we describe how we
implement the SmartWS reference architecture in
a specific use case in the medical domain.
5. USE CASE – REALIZING SMART SERVICES AS
MEDICAL COGNITIVE APPS
We have already tested the practical applicability
of our approach and the introduced reference
architecture by exploring the possibility of
realizing SmartWS in the medical domain [31,
32]. In this context, we introduced a simple form
of SmartWS [33, 34], which is algorithms or
applications for processing medical data,
accessible via a RESTful interface and
consuming and producing Linked Data. Such
SmartWS can provide access to formally
modeled patient data in RDF, which is exposed
by publishing and interlinking individual patient
records by applying Linked Data principles [35].
Furthermore, SmartWS can capture medical
guidelines by describing them as formalized rules
in RDF or can encapsulate processing algorithms
for medical imagery. The result is a distributed
Web architecture for medical diagnostic systems,
which support physicians while diagnosing, based
on multiple SmartWS. We see this as a use casebased poof-of-concept, where a few SmartWS
were implemented to test the practical
applicability.

4.2 SmartWS Layer
The
SmartWS
layer
realizes
the
implementation
for
facilitating
all
the
characteristics described in Section 3. This starts
with implementing wrappers for the individual
sources, in order to be able to expose them via a
RESTful interface. The thus realized interfaces
are enhanced with semantics by creating a
semantic service description and defining the
inputs and outputs in terms of Linked Data
concepts. Finally, ‘smartness’ elements are
added, which can be simple rules (if input
temperature > 20, directly set output to off,
without further accessing the underlying
resources) or more complex functions such as
preprocessing the input that is sent to the source

5.1 Scenario – Tumor Progression Mapping
Our work is situated within the cognition-guided
1
surgery project SFB/Transregio125 , which is
developing assistant systems for surgeons. Here,
empirical knowledge, facts and patient data are
1
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being combined to identify and characterize the
current medical situation and its needs, and
eventually perform appropriate actions. In the
context of the project, we have applied our
system to the Tumor Progression Mapping use
case. Tumor Progression Mapping (TPM) is an
approach to visualize the timely progression of
brain tumors for radiologists. The process of
generating a TPM produces numerous images
over time, exhibiting different characteristics.
Radiologists want to see the development
changes of the glioblastoma since the last
surgery but this requires tedious and complex
tasks.
Therefore we aim to automate the workflow for
tumor progression mapping, which is as follows.
First, the images are stored in a centralized
imagery system, and converted into a common
format. A mask for the brain region is created in
the next step (Brain Mask Generation, Figure 3.),
ensuring that the subsequent tasks are not
influenced by bones or other structures. All

prevalent brain images of a patient are then
spatially registered (Batched Folder Registration).
The following normalization task adapts the
intensities of MRI scans, thus yielding similar
values for similar tissue types (Robust or
Standard Normalization). If additional annotations
for a patient are available, the normalization
becomes more robust. Finally, the TPM can be
created
(Tumor
Segmentation).
Optional
additional steps can be automatic tumor
segmentation and subsequent integration into the
map (Map Generation).
5.2 System Components
In this section we describe the system design
for supporting the automated TPM processing
pipelines. We enable medical interpretation
algorithms, such as image preprocessors, that
are exposed as SmartWS to automatically run
when needed in potential ad-hoc workflows. This
is realized by implementing the following
components (see Figure 3):

Figure 3: Brain Progression Maps Realized via SmartWS

2

instance of the XNAT platform – an open source
imaging informatics software platform – stores
instance data for different medical departments
and makes them accessible. As it can be seen,
the knowledge base is not centralized, but
includes individual databases (with data in its
proprietary format – for example, XML, GIF, etc.)
that are linked, annotated and accessible through
the SMW. This provides for a lot of flexibility and
extensibility.
2. SmartWS that provide access to medical
algorithms, annotated with semantic metadata
and wrapped behind a common interface, in order
to be remotely accessible over HTTP.

1. A Knowledge Base containing the medical
algorithms, the data to be processed as well as
training and test data for supporting individual use
cases. The main entry point is a Semantic
MediaWiki (SMW), which is used to enable semistructured annotations of information from both
the medical and technical worlds, which is then
directly available as RDF under persistent URIs.
The SMW enables domain experts to
semantically annotate their use cases, algorithms
and data, and also to formally define their
interaction. Another component of the knowledge
base is the Semantic Patient Data Store. An

2
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-

3. An Execution Engine, which automatically
finds, initializes and runs the algorithms, based on
the information stored in the knowledge base.
The newly introduced concept of SmartWS is
at the core of the system. Instead of predefining
or hardcoding the sequence of the used medical
interpretation algorithms, we build the processing
pipeline on the fly. In particular, we adopt
successful Semantic Web technologies in order
to create semantic annotations for algorithms,
and the data they are consuming and producing.
Based on these annotations we know what data
is required to execute an algorithm, what this
algorithm does and what are the outputs
produced.

-

-

Service Endpoint: This URI where the
Cognitive App is executable.
Example Requests: A list of URIs pointing to
exemplary requests of the Cognitive App in
any RDF serialization.
Example Responses: A list of URIs pointing to
exemplary responses of the Cognitive App in
any RDF serialization.

Functional properties consist of concrete inputs
and outputs of the algorithm and pre- and postconditions of the execution:
- Inputs: The inputs of the algorithm are either
resources of type file or resources of type
parameter. These resources must provide
further information about their data type, about
the concepts occurring in the input, about the
physical format and if they are required for the
execution.
- Preconditions: Every input must be part of a
precondition to be able to specify additional
constraints the algorithm has on the inputs and
additional features the input should have for
the algorithm to work well. Figure 4 shows the
pre- and post-conditions for the Brain Mask
Generation algorithm, which takes as input a
headscan and two reference images (a brain
atlas mask and a brain atlas image). This
processing step outputs the brain image and
brain mask of the headscan.
- Outputs: The description of the outputs has
the same properties as the one of the inputs.
- Post-conditions: The description of the postconditions has the same properties as the one
of the preconditions. The features depict the
implications on the output, in case the
algorithm was executed (see Figure 4).
- Algorithm Class: The type of algorithm, based
on a controlled taxonomy of algorithms.

5.3 Describing SmartWS
A key element for supporting the automated
composition of SmartWS is the formalized
description of the algorithm properties. It consists
of functional and non-functional properties.
Non-functional
properties
comprise
the
following information:
- Name: A unique name or identifier for the
algorithm within the project.
- Contributors: A list of contributors to the
algorithm.
- Description: A high-level textual description of
the algorithm's functionality.
- Evaluation Metrics: Possible evaluation
metrics for the algorithm results. These are
very important, since we automatically
determine which algorithm to use in the
composition, based on these evaluation
metrics.
- Source Code: Links to code repositories of the
algorithm.
- Implementation languages: A complete list of
the languages, in which the algorithm is
available.

Figure 4: Pre- and post-conditions for Brain Mask Generation Algorithm

The combination of pre-, post conditions, and
algorithm class enable us to automatically select
suitable algorithms for completing a particular
task (or task sequences). Central for our
‘smartness’ aspect is stipulating evaluation
metrics for an algorithm. This feature depicts if
and how the system can automatically quantify
results based on training samples or it can

approximate them by certain variables. As a
result, algorithms that are better suited for
performing a certain tasks (based on the
evaluation metrics) are automatically selected
and favored over others.
As a result, the information needed to run a
SmartWS is directly encoded in the semantic
service description. The precondition of a
SmartWS specifically states what data is needed
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to execute the algorithm and the algorithm class
enables to query for specific types of algorithms.
We leverage the declarative nature of the
algorithm descriptions and execute the algorithms
reactively on a data-driven basis (the outputs of a
SmartWS are stored back in the knowledge base
and used to execute all, or a predefined subset
of, SmartWS that can use these outputs as
inputs; the new outputs are stored again and new
SmartWS can be executed, and so on). This
implies that no workflows are manually defined.
5.4 Realizing TPM as Data-driven Composition of
SmartWS
For the execution of the SmartWS we use the
Linked Data-Fu engine [18]. It uses rules to
manage and define the interaction with resources
on the Web (in our case the execution of
SmartWS) and to virtually integrate distributed
data sources. For the knowledge base, we
defined Linked Data-Fu rules to search through
all ontologically annotated projects, patients and
files in order to select all the patient-relevant data.
The composition of individual SmartWS into a
TPM processing pipeline is realized as follows –
the preconditions of the SmartWS are used as IF
conditions for the rules. Based on the rules, the
execution engine gathers all required data and
then executes all SmartWS, whose preconditions
are fulfilled. The results of the executed
SmartWS are stored back into the knowledge
base. Therefore, the knowledgebase is enriched
after every execution and this enables new
SmartWS to be called. The processing pipeline
can be controlled, by predefining that we want to
process only a single patient, a particular set of
images, only specific algorithms.
The implementation is also very flexible in
terms of changing and extending the part of the
knowledge based, which is being considered.
Should further data sources be integrated, the
execution engine has only to be enriched with
more data-dependent rules. This also covers realtime scenarios, in which continuous data streams
have to be polled.

Figure 5: Maturity Model for SmartWS

access mechanisms. Level 1 of technical
‘smartness’ means that services are implemented
as RESTful APIs, using URIs for resource
identification, HTTP for communication and
message transmission, as well as standard
formats for data exchange, such as XML, JSON
and RDF. As a result client developers know how
to implement the communication with the
services, solutions are more reusable and there is
a direct benefit from sticking to standardized Web
technologies.
Level 2 of the maturity model adds semantics
in terms of both the data produced and
consumed by the services as well as the actual
service description. As a result services can
automatically by found based on the needed
functionality or the available input/expected output
data. Furthermore, compositions can be made by
benefiting from the Linked Data characteristics of
the inputs and outputs. Similarly, already
developed approaches in the context of SWS can
be reused and applied. Finally, the automated
execution of individual SmartWS and of
compositions is supported by REST and Linked
Data execution engines, such as the Lined DataFu engine.
Level 3 of the maturity model captures the
actual added value of SmartWS. Services
encapsulate ‘smartness’ elements (such as
context adaptation, cognition, inference and
reasoning), which are implemented directly as
part of the service interface. Therefore, the
services have their own decision logic and require
less user involvement, since the SmartWS act
directly without requiring further actions. For
example, the heaters in a room can directly be
turned off, if the temperature is above 20
degrees, without having the user do it manually.
SmartWS do not only add to the level of
automation but also enhance the implementation
of the system. In particular, we can save on

6. MATURITY MODEL FOR SMARTWS
Based
on
the
previously
introduced
characteristics of SmartWS and taking into
account the experience gained through designing
and implementing the TPM processing pipelines,
we have developed a maturity model for
determining the level of ‘smartness’ of services.
The model directly relies on the SmartWS
characteristics that we defined in Section 3 and
captures the level of automation, autonomy and
intelligent decision support that the services
provide.
As shown in Figure 5, we distinguish between 3
levels of ‘smartness’. Level 1 is the technical
level, which ensures the good accessibility and
integration in terms of using of standardized
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[3]

communication and data transfer between the
client and the server back end, since certain
outputs can be determined by the SmartWS
directly based on the input (such as setting the
heater to ‘off’) without accessing the data store or
the processing component on the server.
SmartWS enhance the automation and autonym
of the implemented system, which are key
features and a prerequisite for realizing complex
use cases as envisioned by the WoT.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

7. CONCLUSION
Current developments in the context of WoT call
for new ‘smarter’ solutions that can handle the
increasing complexity and heterogeneity resulting
from the joined use of multiple mobile devices,
sensors, wearables and data sources, in
advanced client application scenarios. This
situation is aggravated by the increasing data
volumes that need to be handled and interpreted.
To this end we introduce Smart Web Services
(SmartWS), which encapsulate ‘smartness’ by
implementing autonomous decision logic in order
to realize or adapt services that automatically
perform tasks on behalf of the users, without
requiring their explicit involvement. SmartWS
provide remote access to resources and
functionalities,
by
relying
on
standard
communication protocols, and are enhanced with
semantics in terms of the inputs and outputs as
well as the actual service description.
In this paper we present the key characteristics
of SmartWS, and introduce a reference
implementation framework for realizing systems
based on SmartWS. We provide a proof-ofconcept implementation of SmartWS in the
medical domain and specify a maturity model for
determining the quality and usability of SmartWS.
It is only through SmartWS that we will be able to
provide the added value of interoperability,
scalability and integration that is needed in order
to realize the WoT.

[8]
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Digitalization of Scientific
and Cultural Heritage
in Dissemination
of Innovative Teaching Models
Lajbenšperger, Milica; Šegan, Marija; Vujošević, Sandra; and Ognjanović, Zoran
depends only on enthusiastic efforts of the
individuals who introduce novelties in their work.

Abstract: This paper presents a new cycle of
Mathematical Institute of the Serbian Academy of
Sciences and Arts program “Digitization of cultural
and scientific heritage with the application in high
school and university teaching of mathematics,
computer science, astronomy, history and Serbian
language” (2011-2014, 2015-2017). Its goal is digital
literacy of teachers and students through the
implementation of principles and digitization tools in
educational work of high schools. Unlike the past
work with big student groups, the authors are now
testing the hypothesis of small homogeneous group
efficacy. This paper’s hypothesis is that the
students’
success
depends
on
individual
differences, as well as Blum’s research findings that
talk about variations in school learning and success
depending on students’ initial cognitive and
affective characteristics, and the quality of the
lectures. The first results show that the work in
small homogeneous groups has motivated the
teachers involved in the program to implement more
of the innovative teaching models, which in return
resulted in a better students’ success. After the
evaluation of this year’s project, the authors will try
to asses if this kind of work organization will be
more efficient than the present-day organization.

Mathematical Institute of the Serbian Academy
of Sciences and Arts, in cooperation with the
Center for the Promotion of Science from Belgrade
and School for Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering “Goša” from Smederevska Palanka,
has started in 2011, a program titled “Digitization
of cultural and scientific heritage with application in
high school and university teaching of
mathematics, computer science, astronomy,
history and Serbian language”. The program is a
part of a project supported by the Ministry of
Education,
Science
and
Technological
Development, iii044006: „Development of new
information and communication technologies,
through the use of advanced mathematical
methods,
with
application
in
medicine,
telecommunications, energetic, protection of
national heritage and education“. The program's
goal is the popularization of science, technology
and culture among the youth from the
underdeveloped municipalities of Republic of
Serbia, through the process of connecting the
digitization of scientific and cultural heritage, and
educational work of high schools.

Key words: digitization of cultural heritage,
innovative teaching models, homogenous groups.

1. INTRODUCTION

T

Starting hypothesis of the program was that the
principles and technology of heritage digitization
(since they are based upon various theoretical and
practical knowledge crossovers), can be efficiently
used in the history, geography, computer science,
mathematics, and linguistics lectures, especially in
the schools that are situated far away from big city
centers. Its multidisciplinary aspect is recognized
as a motivational factor for teachers to develop
their creativity, and apply the innovative models of
lectures more widely. As for students, it allows
further specialization in the field of science,
technology and culture.

main characteristic of the modern society is
a constant need for fast improvement,
specialization and development in all the
fields. However, the field of formal education, that
is, the schooling system, represents a slow system
whose development and tackling of all the
challenges that the modern society sets, often
HE
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The first results of the program showed that the
suggested model enables:

2.1 Individualized and Differentiated Lectures

The Technical and Civil Engineering School
“Neimar” from Niš joined the program in 2015.

Although the idea about individualized lectures
isn’t a new one [2],[4],[11], it presents a
„permanent didactical innovation“ [5]. The essence
of the individualized lectures is in the organization
of the work itself that is coordinated with the
individual differences among the students – from
the differences in mental abilities, motivation,
interests, attitudes, to the learning styles etc. [12].
As the school's system doesn't function on the
“one-on-one” principle, the individualization is
acquired by differentiation, that is, by creating
different conditions in which the lectures are held
in. That could be accomplished by classifying
students with similar individual characteristics into
homogeneous groups, or by distributing the
content and the tasks inside of one heterogeneous
group (for example, giving students to work on
different aspects of the same theme).

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS AND THE WORK
METHODOLOGY

2.2 Innovative Teaching Models as Challenges to
Modern Pedagogy

1. Teachers’ and students’ development of
transversal competences (knowledge and
skills), through the use of innovative
disciplines and technologies.
2. Encouraging motivation for studying
educational curricula in regular schooling,
through proactive participation in the
programs
based
on
inter-curricula
connected content.
3. Increase of the school’s competitiveness,
through cooperation with experts and
openness towards the local community
and
relevant
establishments
and
institutions.

The innovative teaching models present
challenges to modern organization and conducting
of the educational process by changing the role of
a teacher. The teacher is not only the lecturer, but
the organizer of the lectures, and a partner in
immediate communication among students and
the teaching content. Also, a student leaves his or
hers passive role and takes on the initiative and
the responsibility for his or hers own studying.
Therefore, apart from the activity, the motivation
and the interest [8] are present among the
students and the teachers. It is interesting to find
that the preparations for the work on the
digitization project motivated the teachers involved
in the program to apply the innovative models in
everyday lectures even more than before.

The innovations in the educational process are
conditioned by many factors, amongst which, in
the last decades, we recognize and often highlight
two major groups: 1) the development of
information and communication technologies that
change current and introduce new methods and
forms of teaching, and organization of the teaching
process, and 2) the individual characteristics of
individuals
participating
in the
education
processes. Even though these two groups of
factors come from different sources, they have a
strong interaction and they complement each
other.
Fast development and progress of information
and communication technologies, along with
constant upgrading of educational technologies;
cause the changes in methods and types of
lectures and their organization. The new models of
work, like the programmed lectures, computer
science lectures, and distant learning, explicitly
request the use of computers. On the other hand,
for example, the interactive, project-orientated,
and integrative lectures require substantially more
active and responsible role of participants in the
process of studying and teaching, than it is the
case with the traditional education models. To
some of the participants in the educational process
it is easier, and to others it is more difficult to take
on these roles. That fact implies the existence of
individual differences and the significance of timely
recognition,
understanding,
and
maximum
engagement of individual teachers’ and/or
students’ potentials.

“The integrative teaching is the innovative model
in which there are no strict boundaries between
certain subjects, but the educational units of
different fields are studied integrally, in their intercurricula connection” [3]. With its multidisciplinary
approach, it is the project of scientific and cultural
heritage digitization that succeeds in connecting
teaching contents from different curricula, and that
directs the participants in the process of acquiring
and applying the knowledge towards further
specialization in the field of science, technology,
and culture.
Also, unlike the traditional pedagogy that is
orientated to knowledge and reproduction, the
innovative pedagogy is concentrated to abilities
and development of students’ personalities [8].
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Another innovative model that is significant for
advancing
the
abilities,
development
of
personality, and social competency, is the
interactive teaching. „It is only by the active
students' work that we provide effective learning.
Apart from that, the interaction is a prerequisite for
development of the interpersonal qualities of
students' personalities“[3:p90]. The same author
cites that „this learning is based on the
achievement,
positive
connections
among
individuals, and achieving social competence in
the process of psychological adjustment“. The
facts that go in favor of it are that the project of
heritage digitization is continued due to the
request of the students themselves. Also the
participants' network is getting wider and the
students-participants in the project initiate activities
themselves and suggest ideas for new teaching
contents.

results were presented on the Facebook page of
this year's program.
3. REVIEW OF THIS YEAR'S FIRST RESULTS
The data is still being collected, and their
interpretation is still to be conducted. Considering
the basic author's hypothesis, at this moment we
can say that: in all of the planned activities, the
students received tasks with instructions and
guidelines for work in small groups (3-6 members),
as well as the feedback information about the
success of the realized tasks. However, due to the
dispersal of the participants, the homogeneity of
the groups by predicted parameters (students'
interests, students' starting cognitive and affective
characteristics) wasn't complied through all the
phases of the program. Also, while carrying on
with the different tasks, the individual members
crossed from one group to another, therefore, the
success and accomplishment of small groups is
also inconclusive. This doesn't undermine the
value of the program as a whole because the
selected program's participants (23 participants
that went through all the phases of the program),
considering their basic characteristics, should be
treated as a homogeneous group in regard to the
entire population of the school that was included in
the project.

2.3 Homogeneous Groups
Unlike the previous work with big groups of
students who were applying for certain workshops
based only on their own interests, the idea of this
year’s project activities was to test the hypothesis
on efficiency of small homogeneous groups.
Namely, the authors’ assumption is that the
students’ success depends on individual
differences. Also there are Blum’s research results
[2] that talk about variations in school learning and
successes depending on the starting cognitive
(foreknowledge, reading with understanding,
intelligence), and students' affective characteristics
(affinity towards the subject, affinity towards the
school, self-image), and the quality of the lectures
(instructions and explanations, students' active
participation,
reinforcement,
feedback
and
corrective procedures). Therefore, the work
process of this year's program was conducted
according to the stages of the individualized
lectures [4:p51-52]. The first stage was the forming
of the homogeneous groups.

Some examples of this year's program's results:
1. The teachers-participants on the project have
readily accepted the roles which the innovative
teaching models required of them. The active
involvement of teachers in the process of
selection of cultural objects shows their
motivation, accountability and collaborability.
For example, the goal of the teacher from the
Technical and Civil Engineering School
“Neimar” from Nis was to familiarize the
students with the local heritage, without
endangering the students’ safety. Hence, he
consulted the representatives of the Institute for
the Protection of Cultural Heritage from Nis to
determine the monuments’ availability and
accessibility
before
making
his
final
choices[13]. This way, not only did he take an
active role and responsibility for the realization
of the project’s activities, but he also made an
unofficial cooperation (which is, unfortunately,
usually hard to make) between the educational,
research and cultural institutions.

Using a questionnaire made by the authors, the
starting students' characteristics were registered,
and, based on the received data, small
homogenous groups were formed. Further on,
each group was given special tasks, instructions
and explanations, and the guidelines for their
independent work. For example, one of the
activities was a joint tour of the National Museum.
However, the students were given different tasks
according to the starting characteristics of their
small homogeneous groups. Also, after every
conducted task, the students were given feedback
on the quality of their work, and some of the

2. In the project's preparation phase, the teaching
material was written in a language familiar to
the students-participants of the program [14].
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3. The prepared tasks for small groups were
made by a multidisciplinary team (teachers and
experts from various fields). That is how each
expert tour represented a small project within
the whole program that directly supported
interactivity,
as
well
as inter-curricula
connection, that is integration. Also, tasks or
“mini projects” were made in a way that inspired
students to take initiative and responsibility for
their own studying [15].

Heritage digitization project, with its numerous
results in the past five years, accentuates the
importance and encourages the use of different
innovative models of lectures. Will the organization
of work in small homogeneous groups be more
efficient than the previous work in bigger
heterogeneous groups; we’ll try to asses after the
evaluation of this year’s project.

We will be able to talk more about the
connection
between
the
students'
basic
characteristics and individual achievements after
detailed analysis of all the gathered data. General
impressions and the first gathered data favor the
quality of the realized program. So far, through the
analysis of students' success after finishing the
project, there has been noticed the increase of
interest in the local history, visiting the cultural and
historical monuments, research work, etc.
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A Dataflow Machine Architecture for Static
Dataflow Program Graphs
Verdoscia, Lorenzo

Abstract—Reconfigurability and huge density of today’s devices constitute an ideal tool to experiment and implement new
forms of computation. The number of cores integrated onto a single die is expected to climb steadily in the foreseeable future. This
transition to many-core chips (thousand of cores per processor) is
driven by a need to optimize performance per watt. Thus, several
computer research groups are trying to understand how best
connect these cores, to design parallel programs, and how many
core architectures and their software can scale to the thousands
of cores that hardware will be able to support in a decade. In this
scenario, our question is whether it is time to revaluate dataflow
and functional paradigms. Here we present a dataflow machine
prototype that includes identical processors which constitute the
reconfigurable environment devoted to accelerate the execution
of chunks of dataflow program graphs directly into hardware.
The processor consists of a set of identically thin computing
units, co-designed between the homogeneous High-Level Dataflow
System model and the Backus functional programming style,
and a custom reconfigurable interconnect. As a result of the
co-design approach, the one-to-one mapping between actors of
the model and computing units of the processor happens in a
straightforward manner. In this way, it is possible the execution of
static dataflow program graphs without using memory to store
partial results when data tokens flow from a computing unit
to another; and without generating control tokens during the
computation so that graph executions occurs in a completely
asynchronous manner. Finally, by means of an FPGA-based
demonstrator, specifically realized to validate the basic design
choices of the prototype, some experimental results in solving a
linear equation system with the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative
algorithms are reported and discussed
Index Terms—dataflow; asynchronous computing; high performance; functional programming; reconfigurable system; parallel
architecture; embedded system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HERE is still a slight inclination on the part of the HPC
community to embrace the dataflow ideas in order to
speed up the execution of scientific applications. The reasons
are mostly of a pragmatic nature rather than technical. A
dominant reason why the HPC community and, in particular,
the applications programmers do not pay more attention to
the advanced dataflow architecture ideas is due by the fact
that, in the past, very high performance dataflow systems of
commercial grade were not readily available on the market.
Simulations and relatively low speed, low density prototypes
of academic, and inefficiency, in terms of performance, did
not made dataflow architectures attractive to computational
scientists [1] [2] because they did not offer the opportunity to application programmers to run their problems faster

Lorenzo Verdoscia is with the Institute for High Performance Computing and Networking of Napoli, National Research Council, Italy (email:
lorenzo.verdoscia@na.icar.cnr.it).

than before. However, despite general scepticism for past
disappointing results, it is coming out that dataflow systems
are still a valid manner to increase performance [3]. These
systems, employing FPGA (readily available on the market,
nowadays) to implement dataflow accelerators, outperform
most of the TOP 500 supercomputers not being paradoxically
included in the list. This happens because the (re)configurable
computing paradigm offers a performance of custom hardware
and flexibility of a conventional processor [4] [5]. Because of
this flexibility and the Intellectual Property availability, the
(re)configurable approach does not only significantly accelerate a variety of applications [6] but constitutes also a valid
execution platform to form programmable high-performance
general-purpose systems [7]. In particular, given its fine grain
nature, the static dataflow execution model is promising when
applied to this platform [8] [9] [10].
In the emerging exascale computing era of expected architectures characterized by hundreds of thousands of processors
with thousands of cores per chip at a 14-nm technology
or less, the design of new computer systems is going to
deal with challenges such as processor architecture, system
power, memory bandwidth and capacity, clock frequencies,
cost of data movement, programming model, reliability and
resiliency [11], and prevention of dark silicon problems [12].
However, this requires as well a critical re-examination of
”consolidated wisdoms” in terms of programming styles and
execution models.
In the scientific and industrial community, there exists a
reasonably definitive stand that envisions processors with
thousands of small and simple cores [13]. They are the
most efficient structures for parallel codes and provide the
best tradeoff between energy consumption, performance, and
manufacturability. New applications for big data and cognitive
computing are more and more characterized by data-driven
computation rather than conventional computation [14]. On the
other hand, if thousands of core per chip are destined to be the
way forward, a new parallel computing environment must be
developed [15] for them. Another issue is the type of hardware
building blocks (cores, networks on chip, etc.) that should be
used for these systems based on many-core processors [16].
However, how to organize, design, and program them is still
unclear.
To exploit the parallelism that this profusion of cores
offers and to respond to data-driven necessity, our question
is whether it is time to seriously revaluate the functional
programming style and the dataflow paradigm, given their very
strong relationship in terms of explosion, management, and
execution of all the parallelism that applications present. In
fact, if one hand the functional paradigm allows the natural
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Fig. 1: Dataflow Processor design methodology.

creation of dataflow program graphs, on the other such graphs
can be directly mapped and executed by a dataflow processor
composed of thousands of thin, low power consuming, and
identical computing units connected by means of an ad hoc
reconfigurable network.
Even though dataflow is not new, general-purpose reconfigurable dataflow processors are a rather new line of research,
where only few issues have been addressed yet. In this
paper we first overview conceptual and practical aspects of
dataflow actors with homogeneous I/O conditions, then, we
concentrate on the architectural aspects of a reconfigurable
dataflow processor.
The main contribution of this paper is the design and
evaluation of dataflow machine architecture whose processors
are constituted by a set of asynchronous, simple, and identical Computing Units (CU). Processors are dataflow program
graph executors whose low-level programming language is the
functionally complete subset of a functional programming language. Each executor executes static dataflow graphs without
using memory to store partial results when tokens flow from
a CU to another and without using control tokens but doing
it in a completely asynchronous manner.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II explains the reasons of the followed design direction for
the machine architecture; Section III gives a survey of related
works; Section IV presents the architecture of the dataflow
machine and its demonstrator; Section V shows the performance on the machine demonstrator comparing the GaussSiedel with Jacobi iterative algorithms; finally, Section VI
reports our concluding remarks.
II. P REAMBLE AND DESIGN DIRECTIONS
A. Dataflow overview
In the model of computation based on the dataflow graph, a
program is described as a set of operator nodes, called actors,
interconnected by a set of data-carrying arcs, called links.
Data is passed through this graph in packets called tokens.
Within this model of computation, the graph can be static –
only one token at a time to reside on an arc, or dynamic –

unbounded token queues on arcs with no ordering where each
token carries a tag to identify its role in the computation. The
dataflow graph can be specified graphically or textually and its
execution occurs asynchronously on the basis of some possible
firing rules for actors that characterize the static or the dynamic
models. Although several interesting proposals based on dynamic models have been formulated in the past [17]–[19], it
preserves, through the conventional processor cycle, the von
Neumann model at some lower level of its implementation,
making it very difficult to directly implement data flow graphs
in hardware. Furthermore, given the presence of the coarse
grain computation in the dynamic architectures, the context
switching still constitutes a heavy limit in performance [2].
Regarding the static model, as it exposes a program parallelism
at a very fine grain, it has received several criticisms too.
A drawback of the model is that, since the task switching
occurs at the instruction level, it cannot take advantage of
the instruction level locality which is present in the programs
because of its fine grain computation [20]. The objection is that
the overhead of fine grain instruction scheduling prohibits the
attainment of acceptable efficiency. Additionally, the very fine
grain parallelism of dataflow has proved a disadvantage in the
realization of dataflow machines [21]. Interestingly, the same
very fine grain parallelism makes dataflow approach attractive
when applied to FPGA-based computing machines [8]. Indeed,
the static model, in contrast to the greedy scheduling policy
embodied in the dynamic model – ”execute whenever data is
available”, that is inadequate in many circumstances [2], forms
a very natural model of computation for systems with manycore-based chips. Moreover, because its fine grain nature, a
static dataflow graph is well suited to be mapped directly
onto thousands of simple and identical computing units that
cooperate to its execution [9].
B. Design directions
There are at least six reasons that have motivated this
research. First, the demand to directly map in hardware
dataflow graphs in dataflow mode (asynchronous execution);
second, the need to dispose of a simple dataflow control
and actor firing mechanism at a minimal hardware cost;
third, the requirement to reduce the continual LOAD and
STORE operations and the coherency wall augmenting, thus,
performance [22]; fourth, the expediency to employ a highlevel programming language also as assembly language for
the machine dataflow processor; fifth, the necessity of a good
trade-off between the high-level programming model chosen
and the specific hardware mechanisms which implement the
processor; sixth, the need to overcome the power wall limit
in clocked processors; lastly, the necessity of responding to
the more and more increasing request of new data driven/big
data applications. To meet these requirements, the adopted
methodology for the dataflow machine processor has been the
co-design approach between the dataflow execution model and
the functional programming model as shown in Figure 1, given
their strong relation.
Indeed, the lazy and eager evaluation are two computation
methods for executing functional programs. While the computation of programs in the lazy evaluation mode is driven
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by the need for function argument values – demand driven,
the execution in the eager evaluation mode is driven by the
availability of the function arguments – data driven. Moreover, since functional languages are referentially transparent,
programs written in these languages can be considered static
objects. This means that an expression in a functional language
depends on the meaning of its component subexpressions and
not on the history of any computation performed prior to the
evaluation of that expression. As a result, a dataflow graph
can be created in demand driven mode with a functional
language, its execution can happen in data driven mode by
means of a dataflow machine. Among functional languages,
the Bakus [23] FP programming style has been chosen instead
of lambda style (like LISP) given the fact that, while the latter
focuses on combining objects, the former focuses on combining programs using the rule of metacomposition [24] – new
functions are produced applying functionals (i.e. combining
forms) to functions, which change small programs into larger
ones. In our case, the adopted language in FP programming
style has been CHIARA [25]. Regarding dataflow models, the
homogeneous High Level Dataflow System (hHLDS) model
has been chosen because it only admits actors with two input
and one output arcs – homogeneity of I/O conditions, and data
tokens – homogeneity of tokens. This allows actors and link
of a dataflow program graph to be directly mapped onto and
executed in hardware without needing to any control token.
C. The hHLDS model
High-Level Dataflow System (HLDS) [26] is a formal
model that describe the behavior a directed dataflow graphs
where nodes are operators (actors) or links (places to hold
tokens) that can have heterogeneous actor I/O conditions.
Nodes are connected by arcs along which tokens (data and
control) may travel.
Since in the classical model [27] actors have heterogeneous
I/O conditions and token with different arities due to difference
between control and data tokens, heterogeneity conditions constitute the main obstacle in designing reconfigurable machines.
The mapping and execution of chunks of dataflow program
graphs directly onto hardware in reconfigurable computing
requires, in general, the partial or total reconfiguration of
the building-block device due to the complex connection
management among actors, the control software to manage
different arities, and the contest switching time. In contrast,
the homogeneous HLDS (hHLDS) resolves these drawbacks.
The hHLDS model describes the behavior of a static dataflow
graph imposing homogeneous I/O conditions on actors but
not links. Actors can only have exactly one output and two
input arcs and consume and produce only data tokens, links
represent only connections between arcs. Since hHLDS actors
cannot produce control tokens, merge, switch, and logic-gate
actors [28] are not present. While actors are determinate, links 1
may be not determinate. In contrast, these features simplify the
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Fig. 2: DPGs for the: a) classical model; b) hHLDS
design of a dataflow execution engine chip using only identical
computing units and one type of connection among them. In
addition, despite the hHLDS model simplicity, it is always
possible to draw dataflow program graphs (DPGs) which are
determinate and well-behaved where:
• actors fire when their two input tokens are valid, i.e. able
to fire an actor, and no matter if their previous output
token has not been consumed. In this case, the new token
shall replace the previous one. In a system that allows
the flow of only data tokens, this property is essential to
construct determinate cycles (loops);
• to execute a program correctly, only one way token flow
is present as no feedback interpretation is needed;
• no synchronization mechanism needs to control the token
flow, thus the model is completely asynchronous.
1) difference between the classical model and the hHLDS:
To better understand their difference, let us consider the
following program:
input (a, c)
b := 1;
repeat
if a > 1 then a :=
else
a := a * 5
b := b * 3;
until b = c;
d := a;
output (d)

a \ 2

where a and c are the input variables and d is the output
variable. Figure 2.a) and Figure 2.b) show respectively the
equivalent well-behaved DPG in the classical model and
hHLDS for the above program. The DPG inside the grey
1 In hHDLS there exist two types of links: i) Joint links, which represent a
rectangle represents the body of the program, the conditional
place where two or more output arcs can coexist and ii) Replica links, which structure if ... then ... else, while the other part represents the
are similar to joint links but have only one output arcs. In the case of Joint
links the output arc (among the several available), where the token will travel, iteration control.
is unpredictable.
Observing the DPG in Figure 2.a, first of all we note that
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besides having heterogeneous I/O conditions of actors, it has
heterogeneous links and values (data links to hold data tokens
and control links to hold control tokens). To comprehend how
this DPG works, we have to follow the flow of two different
kinds of tokens along graph where actors can have different
numbers of input and output arcs, and consume and produce
different kinds of tokens. Then, the initial behavior of actors
like F-gate, Switch, and Merge depends on their position in
the DPG rather than on the program input values. We point
out that the initial control tokens for the Switch and Merge
actors are automatically present on their control arcs and have
different values although they share the same control link.
Furthermore, these control values, even though they might be
deduced, are not a program input but a programmer’s trick
to allow the computation to start correctly. Besides, not all
the functions associated with actors are defined in the same
domain and assume value in the same codomain. For example,
if Z represents a subset of real numbers, B represents the
set of boolean values, and W represents the set Z × B,
we can observe that, while the function associated with an
arithmetical actor is defined and assumes a value in Z, the
function associated with the actor Decider is defined in Z
but assumes a value in B, and the functions associated to
the actors Merge, Switch, and T-gate are defined in Z × B
but assume a value in Z. Finally, the implicit definition
of static dataflow, for this model, requires that each arc is
constituted by a pair of arcs: value and signal [29], to control
the condition that an actor cannot be enabled unless all of its
output arcs are empty. This control, obtained by means of a
data/acknowledgement mechanism between actors, augments
the communication overhead and in a certain way complicates
the dataflow model because it originates two opposite token
flows for a same computation, one for data and another for
signals.
In opposite, the DPG shown in Figure 2.b employs only actors
with homogeneous I/O conditions; its initial behavior only
depends on the program input values rather than on its position
in the graph; the well-behavedness check is guaranteed without
generating opposite token flows; finally, actors consume and
produce only data tokens.
2) Fundamental structures in hHLDS: In the hHLDS model
actors and links are connected to form a more complex DPG.
However, the resulting DPG may be not determinate if cycles
occur because no closure property can be guaranteed [30]. This
happens for sure when the graph includes joint links, which
are not-determinate. In the case when the DPG results to be
determinate, we name it macro-Actor (mA). Obviously, an mA
is characterized by having I(mA)> 2 and O(mA)≥ 1 where
I(mA) is the number of input arcs (in-set) of mA and O(mA)
is the number of output arcs (out-set). Here we only report
the fundamental ones that allow the creation of more complex
structures, i.e., TEST, COND, and IT R macro-Actors.
The macro-Actor TEST. The simplest relational structure is
the mA TEST. It is an example of data-dependent DPG. When
coupled to its complement TEST, it forms a fundamental
building-block to create conditional and iterative mAs. TEST
is represented by a determinate and well-behaved mA with
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in-set = 3 and out-set =1 and formed connecting the relational
actor R to the actor that performs the arithmetic operator +
as shown in Fig 3(a).
 If a, b, c ∈ R, its semantics is:
c if a R b is satisfied
TEST(a, b, c) =
⊥ otherwise
⊥ stays for not valid value. When the actor R satisfies its
relation on the tokens a and b, it produces a token that has the
data-value 0 (zero) and the validity 2 ”valid”, thus the operation
produces the token c. When the relational actor R does not
satisfy its relation, it produces a token that has the data-value
don’t-care and the validity ”not valid”.
The macro-Actor COND. The simplest conditional structure
is the mA COND, shown in Fig. 3(b). It forms the buildingblock to create more complex conditional structures. COND is
represented by a determinate and well-behaved mA with in-set
= 4 and out-set =1. It is formed connecting the two mAs TEST
and TEST with a link Joint. If a, b, c, d ∈ R and p = a R b.
Its semantics is:

c if a R b is satisfied
COND(a, b, c, d) =
d otherwise
The macro-Actor IT R. The iterative data-depend structure is
the mA IT R. It constitutes the building- block to create more
complex data-dependent iterative structures. It is represented
by a determinate and well-behaved macronode with in-set =
2 and out-set =1. IT R is formed connecting the two mAs
TEST and TEST, an arithmetic actor or a macro-Actor mA 1 ,
and the actor LST (loop start) as shown in Fig. 3(c). The LST
semantics is: it selects the right token the first time which
is fired, the left token otherwise. If a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ R, its
semantics is:

IT R if c R d is satisfied
IT R(a, b, mA) =
f
otherwise
Observing Fig. 3(c), we point out that, if mA 1 (at the center of
Fig. 3(c)) is itself an IT R, the figure represents a determinate
and well-behaved nested-data-dependent iterative structure.
D. CHIARA language and the compiling tools
Like in the Backus FP programming style, CHIARA programming system is a tuple (O, F, F :, D), where: O is a set
of objects; F is a set of functions (or operators) from objects
to objects; F is a set of functional forms (functionals) from
2 Validity, an intrinsic characteristic of a token, is a binary value whose
meaning is: able to fire an actor if valid, unable if not valid
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functions to functions; : is the application operation; D is a
set of function definitions. Objects include atoms, sequences
and the undefined special object ⊥, called bottom, which is
used usually to denote errors. Atoms include integer fixed
and floating-point numbers, true values, characters and strings.
Sequences are denoted with angle brackets. For example,
1

< 1, 2, 3 > << 1, 2 >< 3, 4 >>

represent three valid objects. CHIARA operators can be elementary or combinators. Elementary operators include commonly used binary, relational operators, and the binary operators loop-start, LST, shift-left, SL, and shift-right, SR.
Their peculiarity is that they form the functionally complete
set – able to generate any other more complex function a
program may need by applying the metacomposition rule
and are also the actors in the hHLDS model. Combinator
operators represent functions that affect the structure of the
objects on which they are applied. As an example, there
are combinators that extract objects out of a sequence, that
combine sequences, transpose sequences of sequences, etc. For
example, the combinator rotate left rotl applied to the sequence
<1,2,3>, rotl:<1,2,3>, returns the sequence <2,3,1>.
Due to their ”transformational” semantics, combinators are not
actually executed during the execution of a program, but they
are processed during the compilation phase.
Functional forms are used to define new functions out of
existing elementary operators and combinators. They include
the functionals of FP and some new ones. There is, e.g., applyto-all & that applies a function to all the items in a sequence;
composition ◦ that applies a function to another function;
construction [ ] that applies a sequence of functions to an
object; and so on.
Finally, the def construct allows to define a new function using
operator, functionals, and other functions already defined. The
sample program

7

GT

ADD
2

(∗ ◦ &+) :<< 1, 2 >, < 3, 4 >>
As CHIARA programs are variable free, it is possible to easily
recognize in the code the functions that only route data to the
places where they are consumed and distinguish such code
from the one that actually performs computations.
When compiled, a program is first transformed into a DPG,
according to the hHLDS representation, and then mapped onto
the dataflow machine processor, exploiting all its features to
get a high performance execution. For example, given the sequence <<7,3>,<8,4>,<5,6>>, for each sequence object
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Fig. 4: The DPG for the program &max :<< 7, 3 >, < 8, 4 >, <

5, 6 >>.

we want to determine the maximum value. The corresponding
program is:
def max = (GT -> 1; 2)
&max:<<7,3>,<8,4>,<5,6>>
stop
where the first program line defines the function max for a
sequence of two elements < x 1 , x2 >. Its semantics is: if x1 is
greater than (GT) x 2 the combinator form selector=1 is applied
to < x1 , x2 >, and x1 is selected; otherwise the combinator
form selector=2 is applied, and x 2 is selected. The second
program line evaluates the maximum for each object of the
sequence. & is the functional apply to all that simultaneously
applies the function max to all objects of the sequence, making
possible the parallel execution of the function max. The
TABLE I: The GDPGT for the &max program
Node#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

def max = (GT -> 1; 2)
max:<5, 6>
stop
evaluates the maximum between 5 and 6. A detailed description of CHIARA in terms of its objects, functions, functional
forms, application operations, and function definitions can be
found in [25].
The powerful program algebra of CHIARA is able to extract
all parallelism a program has in terms elementary operators,
something like

3

7

7

3

Func
GT
ADD
LEQ
ADD
MRG
GT
ADD
LEQ
ADD
MRG
GT
ADD
LEQ
ADD
MRG

Left In
%7
%7
%7
%3
2-4
%8
%8
%8
%4
7-9
%5
%5
%5
%6
12-14

Right In
%3
1
%3
3
%4
6
%4
8
%6
11
%6
13

Out
2
5
4
5
out
8
10
9
10
out
12
15
14
15
out

compilation result produces both its graphical representation
(Figure 4) and its set of dataflow instructions organized like the
row of a table (Table I). The first column contains the number
of each actor/computing unit, the second column contains the
elementary operator associated to the actor/unit, the third and
fourth columns say which is the actor/unit where input token
are from – integer numbers mean actor/unit numbers while
numbers starting with % mean program input values, the last
column says which actor/unit will receive the result – the tag
out stays for final value. The nodes MRG (merge) are only
virtual but useful because they denote joint points of actor/unit
outputs involved in the macro-Actor COND of the hHLDS
model. Practically, they correspond to physical connections
among the computing units that share their outputs.
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III. R ELATED WORK
There exist several researches that investigate new architectural proposals for dataflow processors using FPGA as
computation model. However, our dataflow machine is unique
with respect to them because its reconfigurable processor
executes dataflow program graph contexts only modifying the
code of a custom interconnection and the operation codes of
the Computing Units, i.e., the actors of the dataflow program
graph.
A major recent dataflow project that investigated on how to
exploit program parallelism with many-core technology was
TERAFLUX. Its challenging goal was to develop a coarse
grain dataflow model to drive fine grain multithreaded or alternative/complementary computations employing Teradevice
chips [31]. However, the project did not address aspects on
how to directly map and execute dataflow program graphs
and how to tackle the dark silicon risk and the power/energy
efficiency for Teradevices.
Among less recent, but still interesting FPGA-based reconfigurable architectures, we only considered those similar to
our dataflow machine. TRIPS architecture [32] is based on
a hybrid von Neumann/dataflow architecture that combines
an instance of coarse-grained, polymorphous grid processor
core, with an adaptive on-chip memory system. TRIPS uses
three different execution modes, focusing on instruction-, dataor thread-level parallelism. The WaveScalar architecture [33],
on the other hand, totally abandons the program counter.
Both TRIPS and WaveScalar take a hybrid static/dynamic
approach to scheduling instruction execution by carefully
placing instructions in an array of processing elements and
then allowing execution to proceed dynamically. However, in
our configurable dataflow machine, during the execution of
an algorithm, it is not necessary to fetch any instruction or
data from memory. The GRD (Genetic Reconfiguration of
DSPs) chip [34] is specialized for neural network applications
and is constituted by a RISC processor to execute sequential
tasks and 15 programmable functional units, DSP processors
to execute special tasks, connected in a reconfigurable network
of a binary tree shape. In contrast, the dataflow processor can
execute both sequential and special tasks and its interconnect
is organized like a crossbar. The Morphosys chip [35] is
constituted by the 8 × 8 RC Array, an array of Reconfigurable Cells (SIMD coprocessor) and its Context Memory, a
TinyRISC main processor that executes sequential tasks, and a
high-bandwidth memory interface. Furthermore, it uses a 2D
mesh and a hierarchical bus network. In contrast, our processor
exhibits MIMD functionality, its interconnect is like a crossbar,
and its context switch is managed by the Kernel Subsystem
according to the operations to be executed. For pipeline
operations, the context does not change. The FPPA (Field
Programmable Processor Array) processor [36] implements
a synchronous fixed-point data flow computational model.
It employs 16 reconfigurable processing elements (PEs), a
programmable interconnect, four 16-bit-wide bidirectional input/output ports, and one 16-bit-wide dedicated output port.
The FPPA works in two phases: Configuration, where PEs
and programmable interconnects are configured to a specific

behavior and to form a processing pipeline; execution, where
the program memory specifies sequences of PE and IO module
firings individually. In the execution phase, the FPPA reads
and processes the input stream of data and writes the result
to the programmed output ports. The asynchronous dataflow
FPGA architecture [37] describes a low-level application logic
using asynchronous dataflow functions that obey a token-based
compute model. In this FPGA architecture operators present
heterogeneous I/O actor and they operate at cell rather than
at computing unit level. Consequently, if the dataflow graph
changes, they need a new reconfiguration string. Differently,
since all computing units show homogeneous I/O conditions,
in our processor, the context switching of a new dataflow
program graph only requires the change of the operation
and interconnect codes. The WASMII [38] system employs
a reconfigurable device to implement a virtual hardware that
executes a target dataflow graph. A program is first written in
a dataflow language and then translated into a dataflow graph.
The partitioning algorithm divides the graph into multiple
subgraphs so that deadlock conditions cannot occur. However,
the directly mapping of nodes and links that executes a
dataflow graph requires the reconfiguration of the device. In
contrast, our dataflow machine differs from WASMII because
the one-to-one correspondence between actors and computing
units and the links and physical connections happens by simply
sending the operation codes to the computing units and the
configuration code to the custom interconnect.
IV. T HE DATAFLOW M ACHINE A RCHITECTURE
The dataflow machine has a general architecture, shown
in Figure 5, that can scale to thousands of nodes. It has
been designed to efficiently execute dataflow processes and
manage the fine grain computation, typical of the dataflow
paradigm. The two major components of the machine are a
reconfigurable dataflow computing environment and a communication environment. The reconfigurable environment consists
of 2n × m computing units (CUs) which are grouped in m
processing nodes devoted to execute in hardware DPGs. The
communication environment allows data tokens to reach places
where they have to be consumed. Moreover, a host supplies
all software activities to compile, partition, map, and create
the ordered list of DPGs to assign to each processing node,
mass storage, and etc.
A. Processing node
It consists of two identical DPG processors and a shared
token module that privileges the data locality communication
when a DPGs spreads across several nodes, and two graph
management modules that store all data and DPG configurations assigned to the node. The three main functionalities that
a node actualizes are:
- Actor Realization, that creates the one-to-one correspondence between actors of a DPGs and CUs;
- Token flow Realization, that allows the I/O token transfer
for a DPG execution;
- Graph Realization, that turns:
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Fig. 5: The general architecture of the dataflow machine
i) DPG arcs into wires that connect CU outputs to
inputs of other CUs according to the hHLDS;
ii) actor operators into CU operations.
Critical parameters in the dataflow machine design are:
- NCU : the total number of the CUs constituting the
reconfigurable environment;
- ICU : the logical and functional intricacy of the CUs;
- Intk : the type of interconnect for the token binaryrepresentation.
nCU depends on the I CU parameter, the number of resources
available on the device, and the interconnect complexity
O(n2CU ). The ratio between the number of actually available
CUs and actors points the way if it is possible to simultaneously map and execute onto the dataflow machine several
DPGs of different applications.
When in a DPG the actor number is greater than N CU , first
the graph is partitioned in fitting subgraphs, then the subgraphs
are mapped onto the DPG processors.

exchange tokens when there are data dependencies between
the DPGs in execution on them. The Arbiter supervises all
communication going outside/in the node. Under its control,
entering messages are evaluated, and a decision is taken if to
accept or not them. If the node is the message destination, the
Arbiter routes the it to the corresponding graph management;
otherwise, it forwards the message to the destination according
to the its routing policy. The graph management module is the
DPG processor control. It is devoted to unpack a message,
to supervise the Executor configurations and related I/O data
tokens,
2) Internode Network System: Growing the number of
processing nodes, the implementation of the interconnection
among them requires a hybrid communication solution. In
this case, the transfer of tokens messages happens through
a WK-Recursive network [39] WK(M, L), where M is the
node degree and L is the expansion level. The WK-Recursive
network has been chosen for its properties of simple routing
policies and highly scalable capabilities. So, the execution
model is a hybrid Communicating Dataflow Processes.

B. Communication environment
Other than the custom interconnect inside a dataflow executor (Executor), other two functional levels belong to the
communication environment: i) communication between the
two Executors of a node; ii) communication between nodes;
these levels constitute the Smart Router Subsystem, and the
Internode Network System.
1) Smart Router Subsystem: It consists of the shared token
module and the message management arbiter (Arbiter). The
shared token module allows the node’s executors to quickly

C. The DPG processor
The DPG processor is the reconfigurable core of the
dataflow machine. It has been tailored to execute in hardware
DPGs obtained compiling CHIARA programs. It is composed
of an Executor and a graph management module.
The Executor is formed by n identical CUs, a graph setter
that implements the graph configuration space, a crossbar
interconnect that implement the custom interconnect, and three
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banks of I/O buffers that implement the token buffer ensemble.

Management and
Control unit

HOST

Fig. 7: The architecture of the demonstrator.
Computing Unit. A CU is formed by an extended ALU –
that puts into effect the functionally complete operator set of
the CHIARA language, a firing unit – that puts into effect
the firing rules of the hHLDS model, and two input and one
output token latches – to isolate internal CU activities from
the others. When a valid token reaches the CU, the firing unit
catches its validity. As soon as the partner token arrives, the
match occurs, an enabling signal activates the input latches that
acquire the two input data tokens so that the ALU operation
can take place. After a delay needed to produce the result,
the firing unit, according to the executed operation, produces
the validity bit for the output token, enables the output latch
making available the result token, and resets the values of the
two validity bits previously caught. Afterwards a new firing
process can start.
Graph Setter. The Graph Setter is a set of two register
blocks that stores the DPG ready to be executed. A block is
devoted to the interconnect code and the other to the operation
code.
Custom Interconnect. The CU interconnect consists of a
crossbar that allow to connect any CU output to any other CU
input and each register of the Token Ensemble Buffers to the
corresponding CU.
Token Ensemble Buffers. This environment is a set of three
register blocks with the same memory-size named TOKEN IN
A and B and TOKEN OUT respectively. The DPG processor
can only read the first two registers and write the last one.
TOKEN IN A and B store, for each CU, the right and left
token respectively so that token loading operations to/from
the processor can properly occur. As token loading can be
overlapped to computation operations, the dataflow processor
can execute pipeline activities simply receivig/sending data
from/to the graph management module.

Fig. 8: The demonstrator prototype block diagram
nodes, and the last one actualizes the WK routing facilities and
the interface with the host. Intermediate token values which
have to flow from a node to another are transferred through
the WK router. The executor has 32 CUs which consume two
32-bit tokens (31-bit for data and 1-bit for validity) via a
31-bit fixed-point ALU-multiplier unit, a 10-bit function code
register, 6-bit for operation code and 4-bit for the firing unit.
V. P ERFORMANCE
To evaluate the D AS co-design approach effectiveness, we
have utilized its demonstrator to solve the linear equation
system
A(n, n)x = B(n)
(1)
3

with the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithms. These
two algorithms constitute a good example to approach the
same problem in parallel and sequential mode. They calculate
an approximation of the exact solution:
1 
aij xj − bi i = 1...n.
(2)
xi =
aii
i=j

D. The demonstrator
To verify the correctness and validity of the basic design
choices, a demonstrator based on FPGAs has been implemented as well. The demonstrator, whose architecture, shown
in Figure 7, is organized like a WK(M = 4, L = 1). For its
implementation, we used a custom board with 5 Altera APEX
20K15-3C devices (Figure 8). 4 of them actualize 4 processing

To execute the two algorithms, we tailored the corresponding
DPG description tables according to the resources of the
demonstrator. In this way, we have obtained the configuration
files for different values of n.
The execution time for one iteration is given by:
Titer = (Tcom + Tcal )

38
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TABLE II: Time evaluation expressed in µsec
n
64
256
1024

Ts
83.2
1315.8
20992.0

Jacobi

Tcom
68.38
547.14
7494.25

Tcal
22.75
238.23
1436.61

VI. C ONCLUDING REMARKS

Gauss-Seidel
Tcom
Tcal
22.16
3.20
170.56
65.20
1243.70
612.38

TABLE III: Performance
n
64
256
1024

Jacobi
CP
Sp
3.01
0.91
2.30
1.68
5.22
2.35

Gauss-Seidel
CP
Sp
6.92
3.28
2.62
5.58
2.03
11.31

where Titer can be evaluated as a function of n. In fact:
Tcom = tCT + tT T = (nCU ∗ nbCU + nt ∗ nbt ) ∗ tb ∗ ns (4)
Tcal = tCU ∗ no ∗ ns

(5)

where tCT is the configuration transfer time, t T T the token
transfer time, tCU the CU execution time, t b the transfer time
for a single byte, n o the number of sequential elementary
operations to upgrade an x i value, ns the number of steps
to upgrade all the x i values, nCU the number of processing
nodes to be configured, n bCU the number of bytes to configure
a node, nt the number of tokens transferred in a cycle, and n bt
the number of bytes per token. t CU , nbCU , tb , and nbt depend
on technology and architecture.
The total execution time in the computational engine is given
by:
Ttot = ni ∗ Titer

(6)

where ni (number of iterations) depends on the initial value
set goodness.
The other parameters can be known for each n by the size
of the graph description tables and the longest path in the
DPG. For instance, it results ns = 1 for the Jacobi method
if n ≤ 20, whereas for the Gauss-Seidel method n s = n, and
no = 6 + log2 n .
In a sequential environment, the time T s needed to execute an
iteration is given by:
Ts = k1 ∗ n2 + k2 ∗ n

(7)

where k1 and k2 depend on the environment and can not be
exactly evaluated a priori. However, with a processor power
equal to 1.4 Gflops, the minimum values for k 1 and k2 can
be set at 20 nsec.
With tCU = 15 nsec, tb = 5 nsec, and nbt = 4, Table II
shows the values of T com and Tcal for several values of n.
Due to fine grain dataflow operations and limited resources in
terms of CUs per FPGA, most of the time is spent in communication. Some performance indices defined to compare the
two methods and evaluate the proposed architecture are shown
in Table III. In particular, CP is the communication penalty
defined as the ratio between Equation 4 and 5 and speedup Sp
is the ratio between the Equation 7 and 3.

In this paper we have presented the architecture of a
dataflow machine that executes dataflow program graphs
directly onto a graph executor. The basic building block
of this architecture is the DPG processor, re-interpreted in
terms of Many-core technology, constituted by thousands of
computing units. The processor is programmed to execute
dataflow program graphs, included cycles, according to the
static model hHLDS and the CHIARA language. In a such
way we create the one-to-one correspondence between the
actors of the model and CUs of the processor, so that no
control tokens are required,. To validate the D 3 AS prototype
design choices, we have employed its demonstrator, based on
a Gidel PROC20KE board with 5 FPGAs, which allows the
implementation of the hybrid model Communicating Dataflow
Processes. To verify our co-design approach, in terms of
processor programmability, management of the very fine grain
of operations, and asynchronous execution of DPGs, we
have solved some systems of linear equations with Jacobi
and Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithms. Results show that this
approach is feasible and promising. In the future our effort
will be focused on the work on the design of the CU floatingpoint part able to execute more complex CHIARA operators
by means of the CORDIC [40] methodology.
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